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Winnipeg Downtown Design Decision-Making:
The Potential for Institutionalîzing Collective Place-Making Practices
This practicum develops a strategy for die incorporation of collective
place-making and collaborative planning principles into Winnipeg's downtown design
decision-making processes. It responds to a local desire to better control and enhance the
quality of downtown Winnipeg's physical environment. Based in part on a review of the
controversies over design guidelines, a mechanism proposed in conjunction with the City
of Winnipeg Downtown Zoning By-law, the practicumproposes a broder development
of downtown design decision-makingprocesses, more reflective of the complex nature of
how urban environments are physically shaped and valued places are made.
This project draws on certain post-modern planning and design theories, namely
those on Place-Making and Collaborative Planning, to develop an understanding of the
meaning of quality of place, and the best processes to numice this. The Winnipeg
planning and design context is explored through an analysis of local civic cornmitment to
planning, design and the downtown, and of current local practices to establish the
potential for incorporating place-making and coilaborative planning principles. A review
of downtown design decision-making processes and cultures in five other Canadian cities
- Edmonton, Saskatoon, Hamilton, London and Halifax provides inçight into
incorporation of such theories into other cwent Canadian settings. A more in-depth
analysis of successfùl models of such incorporation is conducted through investigation of
practices in Chattanooga, Tennessee and Edmonton, Alberta. Finally, cornparisons are
drawn between these practices, to establish elements which could be usefully addressed in
the Winnipeg context.

-

Recommendations are offered for the Downtown Winnipeg context, based on
building collective placemaking and collabonitive planning into city design
decision-making processes. In particular it k recommended that CentrePlan be
r e c o b e d as Winnipeg's downtown champion, and that particular attention be paid to:
building collaborative participation; communal management capabilities and
responsibilities; and targeted hancial resources.
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Introduction
LI

Statemenf of Purrpose

The research for this practicum focuses on the potentiai for collaborative planning

and collective place-making processes, within the context of downtown decision-making,

as it affects physical development, and witbin the h e w o r k of an understanding of the
broader Winnipeg design culture. Recommendations are developed for meariiogfbl
designiiecision-making processes for downtown Winnipeg. Research for this practîcum
supports the view that the use of collaborative planning and collective place-making
processes within fùture design decision-making processes for downtown Winnipeg would
be better able than current practices to help transform downtown Winnipeg into a mosaic
of meaningful places for its citizenry.

1.2 Background
In 1986,the City of Winnipeg adopted a downtown zoning by-law. This was in

response to a perceived need for distinct control rnechanisms to address unique
downtown development contextual issues. The then new by-law outlined clearly the
geographical borders of the downtown, and delineated areas within the downtown with
distinct character for signage, parking, bulk, rise and design, and broadly outlined the
matters on which development within each type of area could be evaluated and reviewed.
This broad outline was intended to set the stage for the developrnent of more
precise design guidelines in section seven (Urban Design) of the by-law. Therefore,
accessory detailed guidelines were required to be created and Downtown Design
Advisory Cornmittees could be established. The cornmittees would prepare or review and
use such guidelines to evaluate any physical changes within the six character areas of the
downtown and subsequently recommend to the Standing Cornmittee of City Councii,
responsible for approval, approval with condition, or denial. To date design guidelines

have been developed only for the ‘'Historie Winnipeg'' (HW) character area and for
bridge enhancement. A design advisory cornmittee has been struck, but with jurisdiction
lirnited to the HW character district.
Just prior to the creation of this by-law, there was a significant public outcry
against the construction of Fort Garry Place. General public disapproval related to the
physical dominance of this building cornplex over the Fort Gany Hotet, a histoncally
significant landmark within the Winnipeg landscape. As a result, there was much support
for the development of a mechanism which would allow the City to have a greater degree
of control over what could and could not be constructed within Winnipeg's downtown.
With limited tirne to complete the downtown zoning by-law, only the requirement for the
development of specific control mechanism was written into the by-law.
This proposed form of what has been called urban design control - limiting 'bady

-

design and promoting 'good' design is one which has gained much popularity lately as
zoniog systems have proven to be inadequate in enhancing or maintainhg community
character (Habe, 1989, p. 195). However, controversies surrounding urban design

guidelines and their associated systems are echoed in the varying f o m they have taken
throughout North American cities. Disagreements over levels of public participation, or
the use of prescriptive versus performance-based criteria, are similarly manifested in the

use of design guidelines across North AmericaWith the City's desire to establish a mechanism which allows a certain degree of

design control within the downtown, it is important to bring knowledge and
understanding surrounding such practices to the Winnipeg context - to prevent the
adoption of an approach which might be too simplistic, formulait or crudely imitative,

and insufficiently ccWLnnipeggized". As such, it needs to be understood, that decisions

-

that affect the design of a downtown, as that of an entire city or a region for that matter,
are not Limited to decisions made explicitly about design. The physical shaping of our
environments is in fact guided by numerous decisions about such mattedtopics as
2

econcmics, politics and health. To limit a proposed decision-Il3aking mechanism to one
which only deals directly with design, and is potentiaiiy oblivious to the range ofmatters
which directly impact the physical design of our environment, would be insensitive a d
would convey ignorance of the complexity of the matter.
Michael Southworth evaluated 70 urban design plans, many of which incorporated
urban design guidelines, and fouod that:
without a conception of what a good city is and what consequences
changes in urban form are likely to have, it is difficult to do
rneaningfbl urban design. Practitioners need theoreticaï grounding
without such grounding, practice is blind. (Southworth 1989,
p.400)

-

1.3 Sign~jicance

This project's significance lies in the effort to undertake relevant research hto
such possible theoretical grounding and notable practice precedents, to underpin
meaoingful recommendations to the City of Winnipeg's Property and Development
Services Department. With the adoption of the downtown zonhg by-law (4800/88) in
1988, this department has been tasked with preparing downtown design guidelines and
reporting on the possible need for establishing Downtown Design Advisory Cornmittees.
As a place symbolically owned by ali residents of a c i 9 and iîs region, downtowns

have special significance within the urban landscape and within urban Life. Downtown is
usuaily the location of city-wide festivities and the geographic location and experience
with which most people identi@ a city. Tourists generally flock to a city's downtown to
understand the nature of the entire city. As such, downtowos have a special sipnincance
to a region and therefore are ofien accorded special attention to ensure the best possible
reflection of this significance in their urban forrn and the experiences they promote.
In Winnipeg, the downtown zoning by-law States that design guidelines must be
developed to help accomplish this goal:

The Board s h d cause to be prepared and revised h m tirne to
tirne, for each Design Review designation established in section
700, guidelines for the benefits of applicants to the Board, but such
guidelines shall not fomipart of this by-law.
The Board may appoint an Advisory Committee (or Cornmittees)
fiom time to time for the purpose of providing advice to the Board
in respect of applications for approval by the Board.
(City of Winnipeg, 1988, Sections 704(1) and 704(2))
However, urban design guidelines are but one tool used in institutionalized urban
design processes. Such guidelines, as with the urban design field itself, have emerged
because of a concem for the quality of the urban environment. Disagreements about
urban design guidelines - be they on their validity as a design tool, their format
(prescriptive vs. performance-based), their subjective nature, the degree of public

-

participation in their development, review and application, or their restriction on a
designer's creativity - indicate that there is definite controversy as to what constitutes
'quality' in built environment terrns, and what processedmethodologies are best suited to
achieving this vague dennition of quality. Some recent developments in post-modern
planning and urban design theory, namely those on collaborative planning by Healey
(1997) and on place-making by Schneekloth and Shibley (1995), provide cunent and

valuable insight on how the quality of an environment can be defined, and what processes

and approaches are most likely to achieve such quality.
Place-making theory is concemed with encouraging location-specific design work
that keeps the notions of 'place-making' in rnind, while collaborative planning deals with
a broader planning fhmework in support of the shaping of shared spaces. Both however,

are based on a belief that the quality of an environment is related to the experience and

meaning felt and formed by those 'in-place' within that environment, and that those who
exist in the environment must take part in the processes and activities, based on mutuai
learning and applied critical theory, to achieve quality environments. This common basis
allows these two theories, although they are at different scales of concem, to be

complementary in their application to the quest for a downtown Winnipeg design
decisionmaking mechanism.
Place Theory follows the quest of what coflstitutes quality in an environment; it

has evolved out of the inability of scientific and empincist researchers to adequateiy deal
with issues of environmental experience and meaning @ovey, 1985). The concept of
'place' serves in part to emphasize the difference between 'space' and 'place', with space

being foundational, but place embodyuig the meaning. 'Place' can be conceived as
interaction between people, and between people and a physical setting, together with a set
of meanings that emerge and inform this experience and interaction (Steelel981; Relph
1976; Schneekloth and Shibley 1995). T'us,place is more t h a .simply a geographical
location or space. Dovey suggests that the quality of a place therefore depends on the
quality of the experience and its depth of meaning. The three essential components of
place are therefore said to be: people, setting and meaning.
David Canter Uustrates this understanding of "place" with the following diagram.

u
conceptions

Figure 1: "A Visual Metaphor for the Nature of PIaces"(Canter 1977, 158)

He uses this diagram to illustrate that one cari not fbiiy i d e n t e a "place" until the
behavior associated with if its physical parameters, and people's description or
conception of that behaviour in that physical seaing are known (Canter 1977,159).
As 'places' are understood within the relationship between people, and between

-

people and a setting and in the meanings associated with those relationships - the
process of place-making embraces public participation in a collaborative vein. Dovey's
arguments for public participation, and Schneekloth and Shibley's place-making
practices, are congruent with Healey's arguments for a collaborative approach to
planning. Although Healey's concem is not with design pet se, her concepts regarding the

soft infrcistnicture of institutional design are clearly seen in Shibley and Schneekloth's
practice, and are supported by Dovey's arguments for mutual social learning in dialogic
spaces that are fiee fiom power structures. Dovey suggests that: 'Inadequacies are much
more tolerable if they are one's own creation as they have different meaning, and are
more easily adjusted when one is not alienated fiom the place-making process." (1985, p.
101.) Further, since 'places' exist through the meaning in the relationship between

people and setting, the quality of 'places' is likely to be enhanced by people's
involvement in shaping the raw spaces and giving them meaning as places. Collaborative
planning theory supports these arguments but focuses on a larger perspective for the
acceptance and practice of collaborative approaches in govemance, as it exists in the
formalized processes of planning.
This practicum specifkaliy explores the collaborative planning approach and the
concept of place-making, and suggests that it is time to hicn away fiûm inadequate
modernist approaches to planning and design which are rooted in instrumental rationality.
It seeks instead, procedures which are more responsive to our new understanding of a

pluralist, multi-cultural, public interest and our growing recognition of the need for

meaning in our shared spaces. It is therefore significant in that it attempts to elaborate on

the potential and opportunity for the City of Winnipeg to develop operational practices

which embrace the most recent developments in planning and design theory.

1.4 The Research Questions

In order to detennine the best form or approach to design control or
design decision-making processes for the downtown Winnipeg context, there are a
number of key questions that need to be addresseci:
1) How should downtown design decisions be made?

What does current planning and design theory suggest?
1s this theory responsive to current social trenddunderstanding?
How can this theory inform practice in the context of downtown design decision-

making?
2) How are public places made downtown?

What signifies a setting as 'place' rather thanjust 'space'?
Are 'places' created intentionally or are they accidental nom a formal planning

and design perspective?
What needs are served by 'places' (as distinct fiom 'spaces')?
8

Are they created purely by professionals? Who is involved?
Who creates or assigns meaning to downtown places?
What patterns or trends exist in current practices on place-making and why?

3) How are downtown design decisions currently made?

Who is involved? W h o makes the final decision?

What is the basis for decision-making? 1s there a formalized process, or are
decisions primarily made on an ad hoc basis?
What power structures influence the decision-making process?
Do these practices reflect current theory on planning and design?

7

4) How c m downtown decision-making for public place-making best proceed in the

City of Winnipeg context?
What is Winnipeg's design decision-making culture? What is the existing formal
structure for downtown design decision-making? Are there informa1 structures
which influence downtown design decisionmaking?
Do political power structures exist in the City of Winnipeg context which limit or
promote meaningful public place-making? What are they?
Which successful concepts and principks taken fiom other cities' practices can
be translated into the Winnipeg contexi?

1.5 Research Sfrafegy

The research strategy is a multiple-method case study approach on two levels: the

main case being the downtown Winnipeg design/planning context; with the other level
featuring comparable cases in the sense of possible precedents. This approach was

chosen as case study work is considered to be appropriate for gaîhering information
specific to a particular study objective or context (Zeisel1984, 65). The initial research
into relevant theory was done through an intensive literature review of urban design
guidelines, urban design, place and place-making theory, and collaborative planning
theory. It is through this literature research that the remainder of the study was h e d in
terms of potential relevant theory - to inform the practical practicum concerns for
researched recommendations on downtown design guidelines and a Downtown Design
Advisory Committee(s).

In order to understand current attitudes and practices of downtown design
decision-making in Winnipeg, research included a review of written documentation of
by-laws, procedures and plans. Analysis of this documentation involved evaluation of the

incorporation of place-making and collaborative planning principles and pattern-seeking

within existing practices. To quale the attitudes towards, and culture around, such
8

forma1 aspects of downtown p l d g and decision-making, informal interviews with
individu& involved in such activities from private, non-profit and public sectors were
conducted. Such interviews allowed a richer story to be told than would have been
possible through a standardized questionnaire. In particular, the interviews were intended
to provide information about each individuai's iovolvement in, and personal reflections
on, existhg processes and practices. Analysis of data gathered through interviews
involved explmation-building, and pattern matching of personal perceptions of the

Winnipeg context.
Research on existing processes was also conducted of five other, comparable
Canadian cities with precedent potential vis-à-vis the Winnipeg context. This was done
to provide a limited, yet valuable cross-country context of downtown design
decisionmaking processes. With an understanding of the potential complexity of
practices and a recognition that such practices can be politically and emotionaily charged,

a survey of Canadian practices was conducted through focused, loosely structured
interviews with key informants in each setting. PreIiminary familiarization with these
five cities occurred through Internet searches and a search for documentation of noted
practices in Canadian planningjoumals. Analysis of information gathered of each of the
5 cities was limited to evaluation in temis of incorporation of place-making and

collaborative planning principles. Analysis of the five cities collectively, involved pattern
seeking and cornparison-drawing.
The fmal major component of this study was conducted through more intense and
focused case study work. The focus of this component of the study was an investigation

-

into two particular downtown design decision-making processes one Canadian and one
American - widely recognized as having implemented successful practices for collective
place-making. The methods of research included within these two intensive city case
studies involved:
personal focused telephone interviews with key informants;

e-mail correspondence;
Internet searches;
selected fiterature review of pertinent plans, policies and by-laws; and
a review of documentation of processes in text and video formats.
It was intended that this mix of research methods would alIow basic information
available through existing documentation of practices to become e ~ c h e by
d personal
perceptions and stories through focused interviews. These interviews took place through
e-mail and by telephone, and allowed for elaboration on particular aspects of the research,
as well as providing an opportunity to gain insight hto the pesonal feelings and opinions

about the procesdpractice setting king researched. Again, analysis involved
pattern-seeking between the two senings, evaluation vis-&-visplace-making and
collaborative planning principles, and lesson drawing for the Winnipeg context.

To help evaluate the research results and to aid in the development of appropriate
recommendations, informal interviews were held with two highly qualified local
practitioners currently associated with Winnipeg's downtown planning and design
capacity. This allowed for a pre-test of sorts of the practicum recommendations, in terms
of how realistic and appropriate they were in the Winnipeg context

The practicum research strategy may be characterized as reflective of the practices
promoted by this practicum. The primarily qualitative strategy was designed to enrich the
overall study with a breadth of understanding and interpretation relevant to a potential
restructuring of Winnipeg's downtown design decisionmaking practices.

1.6 Limitations und Assump fions

Due to the broad nature of the field of urban design, and the tirne constraints for
completing this practicum, certain limitations were placed on this study. A h , certain
assumptions were made to focus the research effort towards the desired practical ends

(idonning the establishment of downtown design guidelines and a Downtown Design
Advisory Cornmittee).
Accordingly:
i.

This study uses a broad research approach in order to broadly understand in a
similar way the potential for, and recommendations relating to, collective
place-making practices in Winnipeg. Aithough more quantitatively detailed and
scientincally standardized research might be able to uncover more specinc and very

-

valuable information, this study is limited in the sense of aii case study method
approaches - to the development of an understanding of a specific phenornenon,
narnely the broad hmework for institutionalizing collective place-making grounded
in an exploration of a specific setting (Le. Winnipeg's downtown design and

planning culture).
ii.

This study focuses mainly on Canadian cities' downtown place-making processes.
The legal structures for the associated municipal planning practices throughout
Canada's provinces are quite similar. It is therefore assumed that successful
approaches of a selection of Canadian cities are Likely to be adaptable to the
Winnipeg context more easily than those which operate in fhdamentally different

political and legal structures.
iii.

One case study selection of similar size to Winnipeg will be Amencan. AIthough
the legal/political structure in this city (Chattanooga, TN) may be quite different
fkom that which exists in Winnipeg, it is examined because of its widely-ascribed

success in ternis of place-making practice, and for the transferability of any key
concepts.
iv.

This practicum project focuses only on the decision-making processes (relating to
downtown planning and design), and evaluates these only on their use of
collaboration and place-making concepts. Detailed audysis of associated political
structures and institutional histories is not undertaken.

The evaluation of other cities' decision-making processes is based purely on
available literaîure and the infirmation and opinions provided by selected civic
officials. It is therefore limited to the perception and understanding of the
respondents, and of those presented in the literature referenced.
This project only examines current processes, limiîing sîudy of previous practices

to those relevant in describing the establishment of current systems of
decision-making.
Analysis of the W i p e g setting is on a basic level only. An in-depth

institutionalist analysis of the Winnipeg design and planning culture is not a goal of

this practicum (but could weil be justified - on the basis of this research - as an
arena for M e r thesis research).

1.7 Orgunizution of Practicum

The following chapters report on the findings ofthe study. Chapter Two compiles
the main fmdings of literary reviews on design guidelines and the salient aspects of recent
theories on place-making and collaborutive planning. The relevance of these particular
theories in the creation of a downtown design decision-making tooVprocess is examined,
along with the extraction of related principles for the design of such a system. This is

undertaken with an explicit view of considering the2 inclusion in the design of such a
system for downtown Winnipeg design decision-making. Chapter Three provides a brief
overview of the current Winnipeg downtown design decision-making culture, by
reviewing various mechanisms and processes now being foilowed, and of the overall
civic attitude to planning as a wrporate function and community service.

Chapter Four summarizes a review of downtown design decision-making

-

processes as practiced in five Canadian Cities Edmonton, Saskatoon, Hamilton, London,

and Halifax.

Using table formats, this chapter provides an oventiew of the nature of Canadian
practices. This broad review provides an equally broad understanding of the legal
hmework in which they operate, and reports findings of an investigation into the
presence of collaborative planning and collective place-making principles. A more
cornplete description of findings for each city can be found in Appendix 2. Chapter Five
reports on more in-depth shidies of exernplary processes or systems which incorporate
principles of collaborutiveplanning and place-mahg in one US.and one Canadian
ce.

Finally, Chapter Six draws on the common elements of the successfil practices, to
establish recommendations for the development of coilaborative planning and
place-making practices for downtown design decision-makingwithin the Winnipeg
context. It supports these recommendations with the Gndings fiom interviews with
individuals who, through their involvement in downtown Winnipeg decision making
processes, have gained an appreciation of the potential opportunities and obstacles
associated with incorporating concepts ofplace-making and colluborutive planning in
the Winnipeg context.

Urban Placemaking as Urban Design
2.1 Uiban Design Guidelines

The combination of urban design guidelines and a design review procedure has
become a commonly-used tool in urban design. It has been referred to as a form of
'design control' in that it attempts to regulate urban design work to maintain and develop
a certain environmental quality for a given community (Habe 1989, 195-196). The

purpose of such guidelines is generally to attain goals ranging £komthe very practical and
functional to those of aesthetics and character. However, before reviewing the specific
objectives of, reasons for, and controversies surrounding this urban design tool, it is
important to understand the basic nature of urban design and its place in the field of
planning.
2.1.1. Urbun Design and Planning

For Patsy Healey, planning:
represents a continual effort to interrelate conceptions of the
qualities and social dynamics of place with notions of the social
processes of 'shaping places' through the articulation and
implernentation of policies. . . . it oscillates in its emphases
between a radical transfomative intention, and a role in
rnaintaining the way cities fùnction and governance works. (Healey
1997,7-8)
As such, planning as we know it today is an integration of the concepts and work

in econornic planning, public administratiodpolicy planning and physical development
planning. It has been recognized that the spatial outcome of places is Sected by al1 three
streams. For example, business location decisions are generally based on economic and

market advantages, yet clearly impact the organization of our landscape. Similady, public
policy matters that deal with land-use distribution/allocation for such pracîical purposes
as sanitation provide d e h i t e direction for the shaping of our physical surroundings.

The physical development Stream in planning encompasses the work referred to as
'urban design'. Although informai urban design work, with a direct focus on the

arrangement and organization of urban fonn has taken place for many centuries, urban
design as a specialized field did not emerge until the 1950s and 1960s in response to
federal wban renewal programs. Such programs, often oblivious of human values
embedded in places, pursued a 'tabula rasa' approach, leaving many neighborhoods
sterile and lacking in a sense of community (Southworth 1989,369; Bamett 1982,13).
The urban design field therefore emerged, going beyond the traditional concems of land
use and transportation, to focus on the character and quality of the larger-scale
environment. Urban design guidelines as defined by Lang, clearly show the link between
the physical design and the public policy streams in planning, and thereby illustrate that
their place is not only in urban design but also within the planning realm:
Design guidelines are the links between public policy statements
and the physical design of an area. They are the explicit
operational defrnitions and specifications of the principles by
which physical form is to be generated (Lang 1994,82).

2.1.2. Purpose
The concept of design guidelines as 'operational dekitions and specifications of
principles' implies the existence of underlying principles and goals. Studies of urban
design plans and urban design guidelines indicate that there is a range of principles and
goals that direct the focus of officia1 urban design practices. Although aesthetics,
economic weU-being and public welfare are broadly seen as main objectives of design
control processes, their general purpose is most often stated as to maintain or create
'community character', most often with an emphasis on harmony and compatibility, to
both complemeiit a citizen's psychological sense of community and to attract business
representing desirable economic development (Southworth 1989.3 7 1;Habe 1989, 195).

Phrases such as the maintenance of 'identity' and a 'sense of place7are very often
associated with the creation and maintenance of community character.
However, the physical characteristics of places are subject to shaping by many
different forces. The building, renovations, and development pursued by individual land

-

owners and developers, for exarnple, give shape to the public realm the public realm
consisting of the open spaces between buildings and the surfaces and objects that define
them (Lang 1994, 84). Design guidelines and design review systems have therefore been
established in numerous cornmunities to enable them to effectively implement the goal of
enhanced community character and sense of place.

2.1.3. Disagreemenl~

As design review processes are generally linked to local development permit
processes, urban design guidelines can be argued to improve the objectivity, consistency

and predictability of the development evaluation process (Habe 1989, 195-196).
However, each of these claims is contested in the controversial discussions of design
guidelines. As design guidelines require prior specification of goals and purposes the
possibility for disagreement exists fiom the start. What are the goals? Who is to identm
them? Who is to define them? Who is to apply them?
Some design review processes simply rely on the expert judgments of the
rnembers on the review cormnittee. As such, the process c m potentially be tainted by the
subjective tastes, values and belief systems of the rnembers who pass judgment Using
urban design guidelines as a tool to keep this subjectivity in check, by providing criteria

for the basis of decision making, is counterproductive since the principles advanced and
the guidelines themselves also reflect the subjectivity of those who develop them.
Disagreement around subjectivity generally boils down to an argument over the
superiority of the public or professional ability, a d o r taste, to decide what comtitutes
quality within a public environment. Both sides argue that the other's tastes and values

are too subjective and therefore inadequate. This disagreement on subjectivity has
extended beyond allocating the responsibility/opportunity for stating goals and principles,
to the formulation of the guidelines themselves, and to their use in a review process. This
discussion continues to revolve around whether, and to what degree, the public is to be
involved in the whole process of creating, implementing and using design guidelines for
the review of the design aspects of development proposais.

-

Consistency and predictability, which are also ideaily - to result f?om tuban
design guidelines, have &O met with disagreement. It has been proposed that guidelines
which make the review process more consistent, and therefore more predictable, &O
place unnecessary restrictions on the artistic capabilities of the professional designer
(Waters, 1996). This has sparked a discussion on the merit of prescriptive vis-à-vis
performance-based guidelines. Afthough prescriptive guidelines limit artistic
interpretation, and therefore potentially encourage unintereshg and monotone urban
settings lacking in character, they cleady indicate expectations for approval in the design

review process. Performance-based guidelines on the other hand, allow the designer
more needom of interpretation, but re-open the review process to the biases and potential
dflerent interpretations of those who perfom the review, thus making the entire process
once again unpredictable. What is required is a balance in the wording of design
guidelines between the specificity of prescriptive guidelines and the generality of
performance-based guidelines (Earle 1991,88; Southworth 1989,4O1;Delafons 1991,
25).

The matter of predictability however, has also been discussed in temis of the legal
power of guidelines. Some agree that the enforcement of guidelines through legal
mesures, elhinates the opportunity for creative solutions in special circumstances
(Green 1997,16). However, those who argue for mandatory cornpliance with guidelines
see it as adding to the predictability of the process and ensuring that prior identined goals
for character are pursued (Delafons l99lY2S;Habe 1989,2 14).

Previous studies of design control took, such as guidelines, have provided some

meanin@ conclusions about requirements to make the whole process more effective in
ternis of improving community character and sense of place. They stress proper goal
identification and correct translation of those goals into standarddguidelines. They also
stress that public participation is crucial in developing a correct evaluation of goals, in
g a m e ~ public
g
support, and in alIowing b o t . the public and the professionafs to corne
to a better understanding of each other's perspective. Finally, they stress the need for
designers to leam to recognize, value and build on the unique and authentic aspects of
each place - ùistead of promothg the inauthentic, in order to maintain identity and a sense
of place (Habe, 1989; Southworth, 1989).

Where does this leave us in determinhg how best to develop design guidelines
and estabiish a design review committee for the Winnipeg context? Arguments against

urban design guidelines suggest that guidelines are inadequate or even inappropriate as an
urban design tool. Previous studies suggest that adjustments to current practices which
include urban design guidelines need to be made to render them a rneaningful urban
design tool. The following section takes a closer look at the current era of
post-modemity, and related theories in 'place-making' and 'collaborative planning' as

they impact the ongoing discussion of how best to perfom urban design work in today's
downtowns, at the end of the millemium.

2.2 The Post-Modern T w n in Urban Design
Urban design and planning work has always reflected the values and beliefi of the
tune in which it has taken place. William Flemming suggests that works of art (in which

is included architecture, landscape architecture and urban design) act as "the mirrors of
history in which the changing visages of humanity are reflected" (1986, i ) . For
example, work of the medieval period clearly reflects ideas of authoritarianism, mysticism

and hierarchism that dominated at the t h e . Similady, the values and beliefs of the

modem penod have manifested themselves in the arf architecture, urban design and
planning practices of its time. Modemist approaches are based in the objective,

-

instrumental rationdism of science everything can be measured and anaiyzed with the
tools of science. The modernist perspective is probably best encornpassed by Lord

Kelvin's comment: "We do not really know anything unless we can rneasure it" (Tuan
1977,200). In modemism, attitudes and values are seen as universal ideals, believed to

be commody-held and enduring. Urban planning and design therefore became concemed
with ideas for large-scale, technical and efficient city plans. Modem beliefheld a f
h

faith in the 'rational ordering' of urban space as a prerequisite for improving individual
liberty and human welfare. However, the anti-modernist movement of the 1960s
manifested itself clearly in the field of urban planning with the emergence of advocacy
planning and participatory models ofpractice, and prepared the way for the emergence of

postmodernism (Irving 1993,479-480).
Postrnodemism is based on the recognition that instrumental rationalism alone is
inadequate, and that especially when it cornes to urban design and urban planning, it can
not measure and systernatize society's value systems and human experiences.
Postmodernists therefore have become increasingly concerned with refiecting on ways in
which human values are produced and function in society (Bewell 1993,403). Tuan
suggests that much of human experience is difficult to articulate, and that we are f
afkom
h d h g devices that satisfactorily measure the quality of feeling and aesthetic response.

He suggests that "what we cannot Say in acceptable scientific language, we tend to deny
and forget" (1977,200) Perhaps it is because of the modernist inability to measure

values, feelings and aesthetic response that we face characterless and placeless urban
landscapes, and why more and more conternporary planners and urban designers are
tuming away fkom this approach.

Two theoretical streams in the postmodem vein are directly concemed with the
maintenancelenhancement of the urban environment in terms of 'character', 'identity' and
'sense ofplace',

- the conditions which many urban design efforts attempt to achieve.

Simply pursuing the goals of urban design in a modemist context would deny our
recognition of its inadequacies. With out current understanding and compassion for
individual value systems, it wodd be irresponsible not to look to 'placernaking' and
'collaborative planning' theories for potential direction on new lines of action.

2.3 Place-Making and CollaborativeInstittutinul Design

Place and placemaking theories directly address the seeming underlying objective
of urban design work: to foster 'sense of place'. Place theory attempts to d e h e place
through a differentiation between it and space, and suggests that its meaning is not
primarily physical but rather experiential (Dovey 1985,94). Place-making focuses on the
processes and activities involved in building, developing and making such places.
Thinkers who have occupied their t h e with place theory often stniggle with
providing a clear definition ofplace. Perhaps this reflects place theory's aim to
understand and describe rather than define or explain, as was the modeniist goal. (povey
198 5,97). Something common to the emerging understanding of place however, is that
'place' has to do with more than simply location; it has to do with the meaning acquired
through interaction and relationship between people, and between people and a
location/space.
They key to the meaning of place lies in the expressions that people
use when they want to give it a sense carrying greater emotional
charge than location of functional node (Tum 1974,234).
Although it is recognized that 'space' is also defined through one's experience of
it, the term lacks significance (other than mere strangeness) and only becomes a 'place'

once it is filled with rneaning ( T m 1977,199). Tuan breaks the meaning of place down

into 'spirit', 'personality' and 'sense' of place. Spirit refers to the sacredness of a place,

while personality suggests a uniqueness, in that a place commands awe or evokes
affection.

A sense of place however, is something which belongs to the human being feeling
it. He suggests that places are sensed through either having visual impact, or through the
more intimate sensing of a place's smells, sounds, tastes and touches (1974,235). The
visual characteristics of a place can therefore give people a sense of place very quickly,

while longer periods of interaction are required to sense a place and appreciate it more
intimately, in a way that is often difncult to describe. All three meanings of place clearly
require human understanding that is acquired through some degree of interaction.
Because the specific meaning of a place is difficult to describe, the experience ofplace

c m generally not be understood through either a formal or behavioral analysis but can
only be understood through attempts at becoming an 'insider' and understanding the
meaning that a place has for the 'dweller' (Dovey 1985'99).
As an insider it becomes possible to understand the CO-evolutionof a place's three
essential elements - people, setting and meaning. This CO-evolutionis clearly described
by Ellice and Joiner (1985) who emphasize the non-static nature of the three elements of

place.
"Social experience is continuously accurnulating and changing, and
so meaning in environment is negotiable and temporary. The same
thing can have diflerent meanings for the same person at difFerent
times and in different social situations'' (Ellis and Joiner 1985,
13O).
Recognizing that meaning is not only generated by the relationships or interaction
between people and a setting, but also the relationships and interactions among people
themselves, placernaking theory roots itself in the participation of 'dwellen' because of
their role and the role of their relationships in the evolution of the meaning of place.

Placernaking recognizes that this meaning is a form of informal (in that it is not scientifïc

and not always recognized) yet valuable knowiedge that must be incorporated into
decisions about shared places. Placemaking practice has therefore rooted itself in mutual
social leaming and concepts of applied critical theo~yto maxi-

the contribution of

existing notions of rneaning and 'knowledges' into placemaking processes.
Collaborative planning theory,although concemed with a much broader scale of
shaping places, aIso places great faith in mutual social leaming and the concepts of
applied crÏtica1theory. Healey (1997) suggests that collaborative planning has a role in
shaping the forma1 institutions of governent to encourage the provision of both a hard
inhstructure, one which constrains and modifies dominant centres of power, and a sofi
idkastructure, which focuses on relation-building. It is the soft iufhstructure which
Healey propoçs that encompasses the theones and practices of placemaking, but her
ideas on hard infkdmcture also take these concepts M e r into the formal structures of
govemance activity.

The key cornponents, cornmon to placemaking and the soft infrastnicture of
'relation building', are best understood by what Schneekloth and Shibley c d :

i) the creation of a Dialogic Space,

ii) the dialectical work of Con$rmation and Interrogation, and
Üi) the F m i n g

of Action-

Because placemaking theory recognkes the interlinked nature of the three
components of place (people, setting and meaning), practice no longer focuses solely on
the formal and rationally-determined meaning of a physical setting, but is much more

concemed with the relationships between people within a place, and their ability to
develop new meanings and knowledge and new ways of valuing, through personal
interaction. Recognizhg that there is a rich local knowledge base in people's many

-

different perspectives, beliefs and values and that this is crucial in contextua1izing the
processes of placemaking - b ~ g uss to the question of how this variety of potentidy

contradictory views can be forged into a consensus. Both placemaking and coiiaborative
planning turn to the concepts of mutuai social learning to allow for the establishment of
consensus. Mutual social learning is based on the belief that people's ways of aiinking
and knowing are affected by the ideas and ways of thinking of those they interact with.

They decide either to reject or accept all or parts of the views to which they have been
exposed. Either way, their own systems of understanding and thinking have been affecteci.
Thus, it is through our social relations with others that we develop our individual social
cultures. that we develop new meanings as different forms of reasoning and valuing, and

how, ultimately, systems of meaning become interrelated (Healey 1997.2 19).
Placernaking and collaborative planning therefore advocate the coming together of
different interests in dialogue, understanding that dialogue allows conflict to lead to
discovery and transformation (Friedmann 1979, 103). Both theory streams believe that
certain conditions need to exist to limit adversarial conflict and optimize the potentiai for
consensus-building. They place great emphasis on establishing a condition that allows
informa1 knowledge, which is often unstnictured and hesitant, to become expressed.
Professional placernaking consultants Shibley and Schneekioth, refer to this a s creating a
'Dialogic Space' (1995,7), while Healey describes it as the 'development of conversation
between stakeholders fiorn different social worlds and cuItures'(Hea1ey 1997,219). Both
are concemed with the removai of existing power structures to give legitimacy to:
i)

every person's experience of living;

ii)

the potential cornpetences and compassion of human action; and

iii)

the fundamental importance of place as an actor in Living well.

Healey suggests that such power structures exist in, and can be eliminated by paying close
attention to, style, language and representation within dialogue. She suggests that
existing routines and 'ways of doing things' can explicitly or implicitly restrict the voices

of certain participants: following long-practiced meeting routines can intimidate
newcomers; language which incorporates irony or ambiguity, metaphors and hagery is

not always understood by all; and the determination of who to include and how to Iliclude
them potentially limits adequate representation. Furthemore, people may resist actively
participating:
when the issue is too remote;
when the number of people involved is too great;
when the cost is too high (time, distance, money);
when they feel inadequate, for example when they feel unable
to communicate with educated experts; and
when they feel they are unlikely to influence the outcome.
(Yencken: ed. Winikoff 1995,13)

What is needed is an 'inclusionary cornmitment' (Healey 1997,272), a
cornmitment to the relationship of participants (Schneekioth and Shibley 1995,7). Ways

in which dialogic space can be opened is by encouraging artists, designers and other
professionals with experience in collaboration to take part in the process (Barnes, M q h y
and Nicholson: ed. Winikoff 1995,86-89), and by providing various mechanisms and
oppominities for public participation (Barnes, Murphy and Nicholson: ed. Winikoff, 86).
Ausîralian expenence in place-making suggests that there is great value in

involving artist/designers in the process as they are often visualizers who can interpret
what others want or do not want (Newmarch, Taylor: ed. Winikoff 1995,22-24). As such
artists and designers help to fornulate and communicate ideas which without their help,

might otherwise not be wholly recognjzed. Care must be taken however, that the artists,
designers and other professionals involved in the process have appropriate expenence,
including a willingness to participate collaboratively (Taylor: ed. Winikoff 1995,24).
Otherwise, others wanting to participate rnight become intirnidated and resist becoming
involved for reasons mentioned above.
Another way to promote the opening of dialogic space, is through providing a
number of opportunities and methods through which community attitudes can be sought
and participation developed. Potential rnechanisrns and techniques may include:

brainstorming;
search conferencing;

visual, performance or literary arts;
role playing;
physical, social, cul& or environmental mapping processes
(including photography, drawing, observation, oral history,
story telling, mode1 building or other arts and design
mechanisms);
temporary set up of 'storefiont' to invite informal contact;
community devised exhibitions and displays;
local issues forums;
open, well-publicized committee meetings;
questionnaires, surveys and submissions;
parties, perfomances and festivals; and
postcards, newsletten, posters and letterbox drops .
@ames, Murphy and Nicholson: ed. Wiaikoff 1995,86)
Using a combination of approaches is iikely to garner participation h m a wider
swath of the commULUty. Some mechanisms which may not be threatening or
intimidating to some, may be for someone else. Increasing the number of ways to 'open
dialogic space', or open the process for participation, is likely to bring about an increased
level of participation fiom a more highly diverse representation of the community.
The purpose of this dialogic space is to allow for the 'development' of knowledge in

group work. For example, the sharing of personal knowledge as it pertains to local
mapping exercises allows for a broader understanding of local knowledge. This work is

based on the belief that knowledge is not something that is 'out there' to be retrieved or
found, but that it is created and evolves through what Healey refers to as Inclusive
Argumentation and what Schneekloth and Shibley consider as the dialectical work of
Confirmation und Interrogation. Healey suggests that:

claims for attention are redeemed not in adversarial argument over
specific rights, but in forms of collaborative argumentation about
what the issues are, the different ways they rnay be understood,
what constitutes problerns, what possibilities for acting on them
there may bey how these affect the lives and cultures of dl
members of a political community and how choices impact
dflerent members ('Healey 1997, 237-238).
Similarly, through the practice of c o h a t i o n and intemogation, meanings and
zctivities are confirmed and simultaneously problematized fiom a perspective that reveals

the structure, and potential inequaiities. This problematization is not a 'cnticiang' of

values, but is based on cntical theory and tries to uncover underlying structures as weil as
critically explorhg the implications of this condition. lUthough the summary of
Austdian place-making experiences in Placenot S p e : -P

. m
.

does

not explicitly make mention of 'inclusive argumentation' or 'confimation and
interrogation', it does stress the importance of collective research and the activities of
collective community mapping, as these are exercises that have the potential to expliciîfy

reveal issues and matters of importance to participants. Essentially it becomes a l e d g
process for al1 involved.

By asking questions about the history and societal purposes of any
place, the views of the multiple members and the power
relationships, one gains insight into how the environment is used to
support, maintain and or subvert the agreed-on purposes of the
social form (Schneekloth and Shibley 1995, 13).
It is through this activity then that knowledge is translated, transformed and
constmcted in the public space of dialogue.
Finaliy, as the reason for placemaking and collaborative planning work is to better

idem the making of decisions about our shared places - by incorporating valuable, often
informa1 and inaccessible knowledge - it is important that the activities of placemaking
and collaborative planning ultimately frame subsequent action. Through the activities of
interrogation, confirmation and inclusive argumentation, decisions rnust be made about
who is to participate and what the niles and boundaries for action are. Clearly, this
activity of framing action is not a product of the activities of placernaking, bi;: is also
required to set up the dialogic space to allow for meaningful placemaking to take place.
As summarized for Australian place-making experiences, this n;uning of action takes
place fiom the beginning of the process, right through to the end. The two elements

described which together could be termed 'kming of action' are:

the development of a collective vision (Barnes, Murphy and Nicholson: ed.

Winikoff 1995,82); and
a weli-managed plan and a clear structure for involvement (Barnes,

Murphy and Nicholson: ed. Winikoff 1995,84).
The collective visioning, if done coilaboratively, sets a goal for the entire process.
'The development of a project management structure is a necessary achowledgment that

a placemaking project, and the CO-ordinationof all its aspects, is a multi-layered exercise"
(Barnes, Murphy and Nicholson: ed. W i i o f f 1995,85). It is important to set objectives

and strategies and to aliocate responsibilities to participants. Without clear definition of a

process, participants are not held accountable, nor are they sure of how their input will
affect the outcorne. Finally, a clear structure for involvement acknow1edges that habitml
practices are not necessarily inclusive and that special effort must be made to ensure a
collective process.
Participation, as proposed in the models of placemaking and collaborative
planning, therefore ailows for:
the creation of a better fit between the built form and social life
which that form is to sustain and enhance,
the embedding of the process in the complexities of a place.
thereby reducing the long-term dependence on professional
intervention, and
the leaming opportunities for participants in the creative
development of personal and community identity,

thereby allowing people to practice their political nght of controlling their own ends
(Dovey 1985,100).

Coilaborative planning theory expands beyond place-making's concern for the
qualities of a specific place. It proposes that the activities of place-making and

collaborative planning discussed above need to be expanded in tems ofthe second point,

namely ernbe&g

theprocess h the complexities of a place, thereby reducing the

long-term dependence on profeessioml intervention. Although Healey recognizes the

ability of planning and place-making practices to influence the more forma1 structures of
governance activity, she suggests that the practices outlined above are not enough to
guarantee fairness of process in alI matters that affect the shaping of our shared places.
Healey proposes that conflicts are not just between different local groups or over
individual preferences or interests, but that they are infked with the power relations of
the wider stnicturing forces which generate dominant economic orders, promote
tendencies in life choices, and organize govemance through state forms. Furthemore, a
'hard' infrzistructure is required to constrain and modiw dominant centres of power in the

fomal institutions of govemment (1997,199). In fact, Healey proposes that sustainable
institutional design, in terms of fomal government institutions, is only possible when the
soR und hard infrastnicture work well with each other, and in relation to their wider
context. Examples of Healey's ideas on the transformation of the hard infr;istructure of
govemance c m also be seen in place-making experiences. It has been documented that it
is not only important for collaboration to take place among al1 memben of a community,
but that it also take place across al1 appropriate local government departments
As mutual learning takes place to some degree in existing govemment structures,
through the webs of social relations linking people in govemment agencies, f m and
households, Healey suggests that power structures are negotiated over time and have the
potential to change ways of govemance. She suggests that planning, as a form of
govemance, if practiced in a collaborative way, has the capacity to challenge existing
deficient forms of governance, the current irnbalanced distribution of power in
government, and the underlying repressive power relations of govemment action (Heaiey
1997,217). Two seemingly easy ways of accomptishing such remedies, balancing and
progressive practice is through

the establishment of cross-departmental committees (which may include cornmunity
represeotatives); or

the establishment of multi-disciplinary tearns within local goveniment administration

@ames, Murphy and Nicholson: ed. Winikoff 1995,84).
However, especially important in effectively re-organizing govemance structures is the
willingness and capacity to support coilaborative process (Bames, Murphy and
Nicholson: ed. Winikoff 1995,84). Without such cornmitment to collaboration, the
establishment of such committees or teams wodd be fhitless in terms of constructive
social leaming.
Understanding that practices and concepts are not simply tramferable, that
sustainable practices must actudly grow out of a place setting, and that the capacity of
planning practices to transform existing governance systems depends on the opemess to
such change of existing systems, Healey suggests that the culture of a place must be
understood to see opportunities for and obstacles to making such changes.

2.4 Conclusion

Conceptually, postmodern thought itself adds some critical elements to the
discussion on urban design guidelines as a tool in the fields of urban design and planning.
Acknowledgment of the inadequacy of knowledge based in instrumental rationality
suggests that an urban design decision-makuig process should attempt to access ali local
knowledge, whether it is formal/ professional, or iaformal and unformulated. This clearly
suggests that arguments for participatory processes will be supported by the postmodern
theories in placemaking and collaborative planning. The relation-building components of
collaborative planning and placemaking, as outlined, provide concepts by which to
measure the quality and meaningfblness of public participation in design decision-mabg

processes such as the combination of design guidelines and design reviews.

The ideas on the hard idkhuctuire of the institutional design of formd
government systems support the need for there to be a legdy-binding structure that
supports coilaborative and consensus-building efforts in the operational arena of
govemance. This structure should provide a mechanism to make govenunent more
accountable, and more effective in the detivery of objectives, with policies being explicit
statements of such objectives and framing subsequent action. Further, as guidelines or
other mechanisms of design decision-making procedures are ofien stated in the form of
policies, it is important that the policy system~structuresupports place-making and
collaborative efforts in such a way that local knowledge is created and used to fiame
action.

In anticipation of developing a mechanism to guide downtown design
decision-making for Winnipeg, it is important to detemiine the potential of such a design
decision-making mechanism in reflecting the concepts of place-making and collaborative
planning. The next chapter explores current practices and attitudes towards downtown
design decision-making in Winnipeg, to appreciate the opportunities and obstacles for the
adoption of place-making and collaborative planning principles. The following chapter
explores the downtown design decision-rnaking processes of other Canadian cities to
more broadly consider the degree of adoption of such concepts and what f o m these
processes take. A look at two cities with successful incorporation of such concepts in

their processes for design decision-making furnishes m e r ideas of how such
incorporation might take place in Winnipeg. In each case, analysis involves the
identification of tendencies towards:

9
ii)
iii)
iv)

developing dialogic space,
the use of inclusive argumentation; or confirmation and interrogation,
the naming of action, and
the integration of place-making and collaborative planning concepts in the
forma1 structures of govemance.

Existing tendencies towards these elements of place-making and collaborative
planning theory rnay indicate local beliefs in the principles underlying these elements,

whiie tendencies which contradict these elements may suggest a rejection of these
principles. It is in these tendencies that oppominities and hurdles to the acceptance of
place-making and collaborative planning practices wiU becorne clear, and where greater

awareness of what is required to reach the goal of institutionalizationof collective
place-making practices in Winnipeg becomes possible.

Understanding the Winnipeg Context
In order to understand how Winnipeg might adopt collaborative planning and
common place-making principles, it is crucial to understand the current nature of City
practices and attitudes. Without such understanding it would be impossible to appreciate
what oppominities and obstacles exist for the adoption of such principles. For this
chapter, loosely-structured interviews were infomally conducted with several individuals
who work in a planning capacity either within the City or within key downtown
organizations, to understand how decisions about the physical shaping of downtown
Winnipeg are currently made. Documents conceming the related practices and procedures
were also consulted.
Decisions about how our urban environments are shaped take place in numerous
ways. They are made via formalized mechanisms, such as policies and by-laws, which
dictate processes and standards, but they are also greatiy iduenced in more informa1
ways such as, by the overall political culture of a place in terms of its development, or by
the efforts of individual and group advocacy interests. Key to understanding the nature of

a city's decision-making processes is an appreciation of how the formal and informal
processes interrelate, and an evaluation of the local civic commitment to such processes.

What do the forma1 processes reveal about the political commitment to planning? How
responsive are existing processes to broader and more plualisticaliy defmed public
interests? Are these processes concemed with fair and ethical decision-making?

3.1 Formal Mechnnisrns

The formal mechanisms used in downtown Winnipeg's decision-making
processes are various oficial positions legitimized through by-laws. These iaclude:
by-laws with a specified focus such as the Herïtage Conservation By-law, the Downtown
Zoning By-law and the Watenvays By-law, and broader-based by-laws such as the Plan

Winnipeg and CentrePlan policy documents. Of the more specific by-laws, the Heritage

Conservation By-law and the Downtown Zoning By-law have probably the most direct
impact on downtown design decisions.
The Hentage Conservation By-law (1474/77) applies to the entire city and allows

certain buildings to be declared histonc and thus be protected £iom dernolition. Because
of the high density of histonc buildings in W i p e g ' s Exchange District - situated in
Winnipeg's downtown - this by-law proves to be of significance in downtown design

decision-making. The by-law created a Historical Buildings Commîttee, an advisory
committee to City Council's Standing Cornmittee on Property and Development. It
consists of a member of the Historical and Scientific Society of Manitoba, a member of
the Manitoba Association of Architects and five representatives fkom the three levels of
govemment In terms of design decision-making, the Historicd Buildings Committee
recommends which buildings should be included on the Building Conservation List; and
which alterations, repairs, demolitions, or removds proposed on the Conservation list

should be approved or denied. The committee folluws twelve "General Standards for
Preservation" for its decision-making.
The Downtown Zoning By-law (4800/88) regulates downtown development.

Section seven of the by-law (Urban Design) identifies six character areas within the

downtown and provides broad guidelines for design review within each character area
These character designation areas are:

Historic Winnipeg ("HW")
Chinatown (TH")
Broadway c'BR")
Legislatwe ("LB")
Riverbank ("RB")
Pedestrian LeveI ("PL")
A Downtown Design Board, consisting of the members of the Committee on Property

and Development must review d l development and redevelopment proposais for all

character areas within the downtown. (For a map outlining these Urban Design
Designations, see Appendix 1.)

-

However, for the character area with the "Histonc Winnipeg" designation the

Exchange District - the design review process is more elaborate than those used in the
rernaining character areas. The Downtown Zoning By-law establishes an Historic
Winnipeg Advisory Comminee which consists of three property owners or tenants of the
area, a real estate appraiser, an hisîorian, an architect, a landscape architect and a planner.

This c o d t t e e advises the Downtown Design Board on design review in the 'WW" area,
and uses the same twelve General Standards for Preservation used by the Historical
Buildings Committee under the Historical Buildings By-law. As such, the "HW"

character area undergoes the most thorough design review within Winnipeg's downtown.
In fact, if a development proposa1 is made for a historically designated building within the

"HW"area, the Histonc Winnipeg Colllfnittee reviews the exterior of the building only,
and the Historical Buildings Committee reviews the interior.
Initial informal review of the "HWYarea and initial forma1 design review in the
rernaining areas is largely conducted by one representative from the administration,
without involvement by a design advisory commitîee, pnor to review by the Downtown
Design Board. Having reviewed potential disadvantages of review mechanisms in the
previous chapter, it is clear that this kind of delegated review power provides opportunity

for the review to be personally-biased by the one representative given responsibility for
this task.
Broader by-laws such as the primary (Plan Winnipeg) and secondary (CentrePlan)
official policy plans, are another component of the forma1 civic mechanisms of planning
which have an impact on downtown development. Throughout the consultations
conducted as part of this practicum research, Plan Winnipeg was never rnentioned as
being significant to downtown planning mattea. In fact, it was suggested that although

City Council adopted this Plan as a policy document in 1993, numerous decisions have

since k e n made in contradiction to the plan. More specifically focused on the
downtown, the CentrePlan process, by contrast, is one which has been dedicated towards
downtown planning. The CentrePlan process which began in 1994, was not intended to
be a typical public sector plan, but rather a partnership agreement committed to
consensus-building and inclusion through intensive public consultation. As described in
the CentrePlan document (City of Winnipeg*1999, and in c'EconomicDevelopment: The
Public's Role in Shaping Winnipeg's Economic Future" (Fieldings and Couture, 1998)
the process is considered to have been highly successful in building on Winnipeg's
collaborative practices.
Public participation was embraced with commitment to principles of inclusion and
full community involvement. It was also felt that strong direction was needed h m
commmity leaders to ensure effectiveness and credibility of the plan. Thus, a CentrePlan
Cornmittee cornprised of over thirty representatives of downtown stakeholder
organizations and interest groups was established to direct the planning process, and to
set overd1 policy direction. In order to maximize involvement overall, a number of
opportunities for participation were offered. Some were stnictured (forums, workshops,
questionnaires), while others were less forma1to encourage fiee sharing of ideas. It is
through CentrePlan that most downtown organizations, residents and many other
interested individuals were brought together to conduct a comprehensive visioning
exercise. A broad range of people were involved, with significant participation dso fiom
the design profession.
Out of the public processes emerged five categories of visions to guide specific
strategies and Action Plans. These Vision Categories were temed:

Community and Belonging;
Prosperity and Innovation;
Effectiveness and Efficiency;
Sou1 and Personality; and
Direction and Cornmitment,

"CommUluty and Belongingy', "Sou1 and Personality", and 'Direction and
Cornmitment" are supportive of place-making and collaborative planning principles.
"CornmtlILity and Belongingy'promotes strong networks to facilitate interaction and
support. It also places high value in social hmmory and tolerance, and believes strongly

in valuing, including, and acceptingpeople and treating them with dignity (City of
Winnipeg 1995,7). In efFect, this vision supports the principles of 'opening dialogic

space'. The vision for "Sou1 and Personality" supports the underlying post-modern

understanding of our society as diverse. It also supports the concept of place through
acknowledgment of downtown landmarks and locations as being significant because of
their meaning to the people of Winnipeg, Manitoba, and Canada. Finally, the vision of
"Direction and Cornmitment" emphasizes the place-making principle of 'fiamhg action',

in that the plan has a defmed purpose and cornmitment to an action plan.
Through the CentrePlan process, participants also outlined seven principles which
should guide the manner in which the developed visions are to be pursued:
Inclusion and Consensus;
Participation and Communication;
Equity and Faimess;
Comrnunity Self Reliance;
Sustainability;
People First; and
Intepton.
Al1 of these principles seem to be in accord with the post modem theories of
place-making and collaborative planning. Al1 support the ideas of collective
participation, the validity of diverse perspectives, an increased sense of ownership and

building on local problem solving capacities.
Goals and related action plans were also developed through this process. In fact,
two documents comprise CentrePlan. "Vision and Strategies" is the title of the document

which articulates the visions and strategies which came out of the initial process. The

"Action Plan" is a document which outlines actions that propose to attain the established
visions. This document is rewritten annually to assess progress and refiect kture
priorities. It is presumed that a two-year tirne-fkame for each action plan provides for
flexibility in the implementation of the actions and establishes Ionger-term commîtment.
Before writing new action plans, it is possible to gauge progress towards previous action
plan completion, consider the relevance of actions and consider new actions that may
have evolved fkom changes in the downtown environment, or which grew fiom the plan's
completion.

In order to implernent the fmt action plan (95-96), the CentrePlan Cornmittee
established four action teams structured around four of the five visions, leaving the
Executive Cornmittee responsible for the vision of 'Direction and Co~~lITiltment".
A
number of Working Groups were established to address specific action plans. The
CentrePlan Commîttee prioritized actions and coordinated efforts of the action teams and
working groups, while working groups and action teams formed partnerships with
organizations and assisted in the implementation of outlined actions. Originaliy, the
Winnipeg Development Agreement (WDA), a tri-level govenunent urban revitalkation
fund, explicitly allocated $4 million of its total $75 million to Downtown Revitalkation,
through Program 11. However, WDA also allocated funds under the headings of
"Comrnunity Development and Security", 'labour Force Deveiopment7', and "Strategic
and Sectoral Investments", which did not exclude qualification of downtown initiatives.

Thus, the potential for funding allocation for downtown revitahtion initiatives are
significantly higher than the $4 million specifically allocated to downtown revitalkation.
Although some implementation responsibilities were assigned, and fiinding was
allocated through WDA for project implementation, these have not translated into M y
successful actions. Each action in the CentrePlan Action Plan is matched with a list of
organizations or bodies responsible to parhier for implementation, yet in some cases
no-one is given the responsibility to take the Iead role to ensure that implemenîation

actually occurs. One key informant suggested that although atternpts to draw effective
leadership out of downtown stakeholder representatives, the leadership in fact came fkom
civic administration with seemingly little poïtical support.

In particular, although the process itself has been strong and very successful in
bringing stakeholders, and anyone interested, into the process, it has been considered

weak in two main aspects:
1) lack of an overall physical plan to priorize development, and

2) lack of capacity to irnplement planning ideas generated through the process.

Currently, there are two initiatives undenvay to attempt to deal with these two
issues: i) creation of a downtown developmentfiomework (to look at the overall
downtown picture), and ü) the formation of a downtown tmkforce which is looking to
develop ideas on the creation of some overseeing mechanism dedicated to coordinated
implementation. Unfortunately, the downtown developmentjPamework is being
developed with less of an open and collective participatory process, than the initial
CentrePlan process espoused. Although the CentrePlan Cornmittee is involved in this
process, the wider general public input is currently being lefk out of the process. As such,
it is possible to summarize that the CentrePlan process, one which began in concert with

the elements of 'opening dialogic space' and potentially with that of 'inclusive
argumentation', has faiîed to subscribe fully to the concepts of 'fr;Ming action', and
'institutionalizing' the successfùi practices in its own creation.

3.2 Informal Influences
On a more informa1 basis, decisions c m be influenced by such matters a s a
mayor's persona1 championing of a pariku1a.r project or the voicing of ideas, support or
opposition to p d c u l a r projects by individual citizens, special interest/advocacy bodies,

such as Business Iinprovement Zones, and neighborhood groups, and development

corporations such as the Forks North Portage Partnership and Neeganin. No matter what
the nature of the influence, the fhal proposais must proceed through the Cornmittee on
Property and Development for formal consideration.

Infonnal consultation with a nurnber of past and current civic employees working
in a planning capacity for the City has provided insight into Wiipeg's civic

commîtment to the planning fiuiction. In general, it appears that planning as a civic
responsibility is not seen to be a strong factor in the City's o v e d l hctioning. As will be
seen in various practices discussed in the next two chapters, some cities' planning
departments work closely with non-public organizations to plan and implement change

within the downtown. Although this tends to happen in the Wirinipeg context on an ad
hoc basis, none of those workuig relationships could be described as ongoing or close

working partnerships.

A brief review of recent changes to the organïzation of the City's planning

function illustrates quite clearly that overall civic cornmitment to planning is limited. The
1990s seem to have been a decade of administrative reorganization for the City of

Winnipeg. In 1994, under the title of 'New Directions", changes to both the political and
administrative structures took place. With this restructuring, the Planning Department
was eliminated, dispersing the planning function among other departments within the

corporation. Similarly, at the political level, the Standing Cornmittee on Planning was
replaced with a standing cornmittee with a much broader area of responsibility. As such,

the civic planning function was considered to have lost importance and was significantly
diminished in capacity. The main exception has been continued attention to the traditional
role of development servicing - processing applications for land use change and
development pennits.

..

Currently being implemented is yet another adrmnistrative and political
reorganization. With this reorganization, many of the planning functions are again

brought under one department - Property aod Development Services. A standing
committee dedicated to this department has also been re-established. The new Property
and Development Department is structured into five divisions: Building Inspection, Land
Development, Planning and Land Use, Civic Accommodations, and Real Estate. Civic
Accommodations and Real Estate are new under the Property and Development
Department; they previously existed under the Departments of Finance and
Administration. The Planning and Land Use Division, a division fiuther broken down
into three branches - Urban Planning, Design and Project XmpIementation, and

-

Development Management is drïven by a mandate "to manage urban development for
business interest, environmental concems, heritage matters, local neighborhoods and the
key role of the downtown through city planning, community development, parks and
rîverbank planning".

In general, it appears that the civic planning h c t i o n s are being brought together
into one coordinated effort again. However, how successful this latest new department
will be in practice, will only be seen with t h e . We can only hope that major civic
restruchuing does not become a fiequent occurrence for the City, as this would restrict
any department's ability to fme-tune its responsibilities and establish desirable

inter-departmental and inter-sectoral working relations. One immediate concem for the
present project is the mandate of the Planning and Land Use Division. The wording itself
suggests a position of power in ternis of the management of urban development. If this
division or even this department considered itselfan authentic proponent for collaborative
processes, then it would likely identfi itself as a 'Catafyst' or 'Facilitatory rather than a
'Manager'. Furthemore, the mandate of this division makes no reference to 'quality of

life' issues, far Iess 'sense of place' issues. It appears more concemed with achial
physical development than how its citizens relate to it. In this respect, it is salutory to
observe the comrnents of a former mayor of a city with a very successful downtown:

"Design and Planning, or lack of it, can make or break a city.
Portland's downtown has been saved because of planning and gwd
design....Without the planning and good design, the ceriter of the
city would have been deserted years ago." (Mayor Bud Clark,
Portland, Oregon quoted in Bacow 1995,24)
It must be hoped that the re-grouping of the civic planning capacity, and the
creation of a Design and Project Implementation Branch within it, is a conscious
recognition of the need for planning and design, specifically for Winnipeg's downtown.
But will it be enough, on its own, to 'rnake' the city? This practicum considers the need
for a more expansive coliaborative effort, and a conscious regard for place-making on a
grand scale.

3.3 Conclusion
A f m t look at the Winnipeg context suggests the existence of some major

obstacles to injecting practices which encompass collaborative planning and collective
place-making principles. The dis-assembling and re-assembling of an integrated civic
planning function, the lack of political dedication to policy plans, and the limited
dedication to the implementation of a downtown plan, al1 illustrate limited cornmitment to
planning, and even less to reaiization of related visions. Although the recent past
demonstrates little dedication to a civic planning function, attempts to address this are
undenvay with the piecing together of various responsibilities. Furthemore, some of the
planning processes which have been conducted illustrate some local capacity and a
communal wili to plan collaboratively. Thus, although the City seemingly has some
significant obstacles to overcome on its way to becoming a model City for collaborative
planning and place-making, there are some experiences which can be drawn on and used
as oppominities for the development of such 'model' statu.

Review of downtowÜdesign decision-making processes:
Edmonton, Saskatoon, Hamilton, London, and Halifax
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief Canadian cross-country context of

downtown design decision-making processes. To keep this overview brief, only five cities
were chosen, based partly on their similarities and contrasts to Winnipeg in ternis of
growth rates, on their significance within their regions, on location along a river system,
and - ultimately - to achieve cross-counfry representation. The planning h e w o r k for
municipalities in Canada is fairly consistent throughout the comtry in that municipalities
are '%reatures" of the Province, Le. it is provincial legislation which stipulates legal limits
on local regdation. This brief overview was conducted to identify any significant basic
differences in how municipalities operate within this similar legal fiamework, and to
understand the local political atmosphere in which these operations developed and
operate. It is through the identification of simiIanties and dinerences of practices within
the Canadian context that we may become enlightened as to potential changes in
Winnipeg's practices and directives.
For each city studied, the respective web sites were reviewed for identification of
key concepts. Interviews were then conducted with one "knowledgeable contact" fiom
each city, to expand on the fmdhgs from the web searches. Specifically, interviews with
participants fiom each city focused on identiQing whether concepts of place-making and
collaborative planning are being incorporated in their practices by reviewing the political
climate and commitment to planning activity in general, in terms of the practices in place,

and on the basis of the nature of public participation within existing practices. (See
Appendk 2 for the interview outline used.)
Although the interviews were conducted with only one knowledgeable contact
fiom each city, it allowed for the general identification of existing processes. It must be
recognized however, that stated opinions are representative only of the interviewee. Each

knowledgeable contact was chosen on the basis of theu being well-inforrned on ewting
practices for downtown design decision-making and on the overall local politicai conte*

Interviewhg members of the public or civic political leaders may have resulted in quite
dinerent responses. For this reason, it must be understood that this particular study twk

place only to provide a very general understanding. The following tables provide a
comparative summary of the hdings of the interviews. (See Appendix 3 for a detailed

discussion of the findings for each city-)

Edmonton

Sîrong
6 year CMC restruchiring process, kept core phmuhg fiinctions intact and under one
department
City initiated a Downtown Plan process cornmitteci $30 million to implemeni, and
developecl clear implementation strategy
Strong
* regularly updated plan is strongiy supporteci and recognizecl politically
* strong, weii-stmchued piannhg department
good relationship between politicians and adminictration
* staff and h d i n g allocation to Urban Design Cormnittee (advisory to Council)
Weak
* 2-tiered goveniment system, with regional level following city Iead
chic piamhg h c t i o n is fiagaienteci across various departments
Good
* pianning department with two divisions which work weii together
poiitical balance between planning and development pressures
Ood
political support balanced between planning and development
piamhg fiinctions work weil together

-

Saskatoon

Hamilton

London
Halifax

o

Edmonton

m

tto Downtown

strong politid support
* City is driver of Downtown plan
* alderman participation in Downtown plan
* money and administrative resources dedicated to plan and implementation
* strong Mayorai support

Saskatoon recent increase

with the developrnent of a downtown plan, with the most recent revision of the civic
officiai plau
dedicates staff and funding to urban design cornmittee which is active in downtown
streetscape improvements and more

Taale_2=

Hamaton

London

Halifax

Edmonton
Saskatoon

Hamilton
London

Halifax

.

nt to Downtown @ontime$I
ment hcrease
in past, neighborhood piamhg saw downtown divided among four neighborhoods
ment increase because of public pressure
* City recently pushed for the development of the Downtown Partne(to lead
implementation of a downtown vision), and has committed fûnding for 3 years
good
* City's official plan contains special considerations for downtown
* special policy document was developed in 1994 wiîh proactive initiatives entrenched in a
budget
recent increase
* Regional Municipality of Haiifàx is revisiting downtown planning service dehery
* current formulation of a new downtown plan
* partial funding of the Downtown Dartmouth Development Corporation

* Primary Officiai Plan
Community Plans and Area Development Plans
Zoning
* Primary Officiid Pian (important b u s e of strong civic commitment)
* Community Plans and Area Devefopment Plans
* Zoning
* Pr*
Official P h
* Neighborhood P h
* Zoaing (currentiy "anythinggoes", pubIic concern is pushing for more stringent control)

* Zoning (not very restrictive; because of provllic'd Iegislaiion -not ailowed to deal with
urban design matters)
* Public projects must be reviewed by the Downtown Design Review Team (has no power
to review private projects
* Development Agreements (specifïc agreements are negotiated)
* Zoning (no limit on building use, but on building height)

Edmonton * Excess or iack of development pressure

Saskatoon
Halifax

London
Halifax

* Advisory Cornmittees wbich have no direct decision-niakingpower (ie.. Technical
Review Cornmittee and Urban Design Panel)
* informal partnerships may form for components of downtown plan miplementation
* Urban Design Committee iacks delegated (bgislated) power to make dtimate decision. It
is effective in advising on City-initiated pmjects, but is limited in Muencing private projects

* Advisory Committees with varied public representation appear to be more effective if
outspoken and with broad representation
* Ad hoc development of mch mformal procedures or programs as mcentive W s and
heritage preservation guidelines
* With legisiated review for incentive fiinds vis-&vis the special policy document,
opportunities for informai broader review is possible
* Ad hoc partnerships for particuiar projects
* Heritage Advisory Committee incentives such as the one to stimulate opening of sidewaik
des.

Table 5,.v1nvolvement
Edmonton

Saskatoon

-

day-to-day genedy reactiomuy
downtown plan development special committee stnick to elicit public participation and
pubiic support; downtown stakeholders &am r e s p o n s i i i m implementaîion
* informal special zoning-hearing notice &en to afîècted neighborhood groups
* day-to-day - some public representation on advisoxy committees; U r b Design
Cornmittee limited to business community representation; generally reactionary
* downtown and oEcial plan developmed public participation elicited through various
methods; perhaps W e d in tenns of deptfi of mvolvement
* strong history of neighborhood plamhg
* politicians responsive to public opinion
* downtown plan development - award-winning public participation
*dependent on the significance of a project (the more sigdicant the project, the more
miportant is public involvement)
* Downtown Design Review Team - public representaîion Iimited to Downtown Business
Association
* officiai p h deveIopment -extensive
* &y-to day - generally reactionary
* official plan development elicit participation to stimulate support

-

-

HamiIton
London

Halifax

-

4.2 Conclusion

The purpose of this investigation into the design decision-making processes of
five Canadian Cities was to broadly understand the planning culture and practices of these
cities in hopes of i d e n t i m g the presence of place-making and collaborative planning
concepts within them. Conducted as a broad overview, this research helps to develop a
better understanding of the legal limits on a rnunicipality's abilities to affect downtown
design decisions. It appears that most are limited tu basic developrnent approvals via
provincially-legislated powers, most via zoning and development regulations.

Of importance here is that, dEerent municipalities have different Ievels of
cornmitment to public participation within their formal structures. Although d l fmal
decisions on major development proposais and by-law alterations must be made by
Council, it is advised by its standing committees, which in turn are in many cases advised
by specific advisory committees or commissions. Civic cornmitment to public

participation varies fiom city to city in terms of whether meetings of any of these
committees are open to the public or allow public delegations to make public
presentations, and in t e m s of the level of public representation on any of such

committees. Whether advice of the advisory committees is foliowed, is however

-

completely at the discretion of Council sometimes limiting the effectiveness of such
cornminees. Furthermore, dedication to participation in public hearings appears to be
prominent in each city's official and inforxnai methods of eliciting participation. Aithough
municipal decision-making powers and requirements for public participation are fonnally
lirnited to the legal tools and processes delegated by the province, most are fmding
altemate routes to incorporate public participation, and to impact the physical
development and design of their cities and their downtowns.
In terms of Iliformal influence over developrnent and design, common among all

municipalities is the ability to have greater influence and control over the development
and design ofpublic projects through informal ,yet more stringent, reviews and standards

than exist within by-laws and regulations. These same reviews however, have no legal
basis for use as reasons for denyingprivate development.
Ways which cities have found to influence downtown design and development on
a more infurmal basis most often include the use of incentives. HaMax and London, for

example, were noted as using incentive programs and policies which encouraged certain
types of development and redevelopment while discouraging others. Among other
incentives, Halifax waived the permit fee for establishing sidewalk cafes for a given trial
penod to encourage such on-street activity. This particular incentive has been so
successful in terms of attracting such activity, and having such a positive effect on
street-life, that the permit fee has been permanently eliminated for such street use

-

through alteration of the associated by-law. London, on the other hand, developed a very
proactive special policy document which included various incentive policies. Adopted by
council, the incentives within this document did not immediately have significant aEêct.
However, in the past few years, with a local economic uptum, many of these incentives
are seen to have triggered specific downtown development.

Something else cornmon to ali municipalities surveyed was the existence of an
Offcial Municipal Plan (OMC), also generally requîred by the province. Generaliy,
specific references to downtowns are made within the broader OMC. The City of
Edmonton has completed the preparation of a separate downtown plan and is in the early
stages of implementation, while Saskatoon, Hamilton, London and Halifax are all

currently developing plans specific ?O their downtowns.
Although some type of public participation is generally officially called for m the
development of an Official Municipal and a Downtown Plan, it is up to the City to
interpret how this participation will in fact take place. Descriptions of the plan
development and implementationprocesses, at both the downtown and municipal levels,
allowed for the identification of some important diBeremes. Al1 respondents mentioned
the importance of public participation in order to gamer public and political support for

the f m d product. Lack of such was held responsible for past refûsais, or ineffectiveness,
of such plans. Ali processes described also allowed for public input at various stages of
the development process. However, Halifax and Edmonton key inforrnants were the only
ones to mention the establishment of a committee/group with public representation set up
especially to oversee the processes that wouId take place for the development and
implementation of such a plan. Edmonton has even gone so far as to establish
sub-cornmittees to deal more directly with separate implernentation issues which have
corne out of the planning process. It can therefore be seen that although al1 municipalities
solicited public opinion, some placed greater emphasis than 0 t h on direct and
continuous involvement of the public in al1 aspects of the planning exercise. This reflects
very clearly the potential difference in levels of public participation in terms of simple

consultation, and true involvement.
As Amstein's ladder of public participation suggests, different levels of

participation deterrnine the level of power given to the public to affect decision-making
processes (Amstein 1969,2 17). She considers consultation a degree of tokenism, as

through consultation citizens indeed may hear and be heard, but are given little power to
insure that their views are considered in the making of decisions. In contrast, she places
partnerships, delegatedpower and cirizen conhoI at the top of the ladder, suggesting that
these three classifications of public participation in fact represent degrees of citizen power

- where participation has an effect on the outcome.
Another key difference in regards to official plans is their role in the city's overaiI
planning culture and fiinctioning. Saskatoon's OMC was described as guiding ali local
decision-making processes, and therefore appeared to be more of a document which
provides vision for day-to-day activity. Edmonton's plan however produced
approximately seventy policy directions which are currently being actively pursued.

Thus, it can be seen that some plans simply provide direction for existing activity, while
others directly instigate new action.
Finally, the description of public participation, as given for each city, reflected the
nature of the cornmitment to long-term and integrated public participation. It was in both

the day-to-day activities and plan development and implementation activities that
descriptions of participatory mechanisms were revealed. For example, Saskatoon's
public involvement in the Urban Design Committee is limited to representatives fkom the
business community, disregardhg representation fiom residents and other potential

stakeholders. In Edmonton, although public representation on the downtown plan
steering cornmittee was also predominantly in the form of organized business and
development bodies, it appears that partnerships are more readily developed in Edmonton
to spread responsibility for action across the community. It was also stated that the policy

directions, coming out of the Downtown plan, are being actively pursued to ensure their
sustainability through spreading responsibility among community organizations and
bodies. Also, each policy issue is recognized as needing the creation of one form of a
situational-responsive-approach
- i.e. one form of, or approach to, partnership that is
appropnate for one matter is not necessarily appropriate for another.

Although the range of participants may be limited in Edmonton's planning work,
the City's conmitment to muhial learning throu& privatelpublic partnerships and to
delegating the main responsibility for community fiinctions to other bodies, makes this

City worth studying closer (see the next chapter).

Chapter 5
Lessons from Piace-Making and Collaborative Planning Practices
Chattanooga, Tennessee and Edmonton, Alberta

This component of the practicum reviews the practices found within two North
American Cities which have been or are beginaing to be recognized for their notable
processes for downtown design decision-making. The purpose of this section is to
illustrate how the processes wirhin the two North Amencan cities reviewed are exemplary
of place-making and collaborativeplanning concepts, and to betîer understand the
conditions and contexts which allowed for the development of such successful practices.

The two North American Cities reviewed for this section are Chattanooga, Tennessee and
Edmonton, Alberta. Each city's processes were reviewed through literature, the Intemet
and supplementary telephone conversations and ernail correspondences with
representatives of each city's planning function, and/or key organizations involved in
existing processes.

5.I Chaftanooga, Tennessee

With a metropolitan population of approximately 440,000, Chattanooga is located

in southeastem Tennessee, on the Tennessee River, between the Appalachian and
Cumberland rnountain ranges. In 1969, the federal governrnent labeled Chattanooga %e
dirtiest city in Amerka". Pollution fiom TNT factories and steel foundries was so severe
that the s l y appeared orange and cars were forced to use headlights at mid-day to improve
visibility. From 1973 to 1983, this city lost 18,000 manufacturing jobs.
Today, Chattanooga is a transportation hub for interstate highways, river-borne
trafic, aidine, rail and bus service. In 1996, Chattanooga was chosen as the £ïrst

recipient of the U.S. Presidential Award for Sustainable Development. It has cleaned up

its river system and become outstandimgly well-knom because of its success at reviving

its rivefiont and its downtown through public/private partnerships.

5.1.1 Politcul and Communiîy Conta Underiying Current Practices

The severity of the pollution situation and the commitment of local leaders to
g local Air Poliution Control Board. This
clean up this city, necessitated e m p o w e ~ the
board was originally made up of indusîry representatives, but in its revised form was
composed of nine, unpaid citizens whose concerns extended beyond those for the
convenience ofbusiness.
Although Chattanooga had cleaned up its environmental situation by the early

1980s, this city, which had been economicdly dependent on heavy ind-

and nuclear

power generation, was left in a depressed state because of the recession experienced

within this industry. Furthemore, there was significant division between races and
classes, and citizens in general had lost confidence in Chattanooga's future.

n
the
The Lyndhurst Foundation, a local philanthropie o r g ~ t i o jump-started
development of public processes for Chattanooga's downtown revitalization efforts. This
foundation hired consultants and sponsored nurnerous conferences on the development of
such processes. Then, the local Chamber of Commerce also committed to the
revitalization of Chattanooga, and sponsored a trip for concemed business and
community leaders to visit an organization now called the "Greater Indianapolis Progress
Cornmittee". It was here that the group fiom Chattanooga researched ways in which
other cities had successfilly revitalized themselves. Upon r e m , these individuah met
informally at the storefiont office of a local urban designer, Stroud Watson, to determine
a way of turning al1 of this newly-gathered information into action. It was decided to
create an organization called "Chattanooga Venture'' to do just that. Its mission was to

promote citizen involvement in community decision-makhg. Because of the initial push
and financial support of the Lyndhurst Foundation and subsequent strong civic support

for the community-based approach and trust in its private sector, this city has been able to
experience a complete turn-around in its attitude and its physical development.

5.1.2 InifiaIPractices
Chattanooga Venture is responsible for initiating the public processes now
common to Chattanooga decision-making. This organhtion has in fact k e n so
successfil at empowering the community to actively participate in local decision-ma.g
and community implementation strategies, that it no longer exists as an active
organization, but simply continues to have a board of directors which meets periodically.
Initially thought of and intended to be an enabler rather than an implernenter of action,
Chattanooga Venture has accomplished its mission and thereby worked itself out of a job.
It was this organization which coordinated Vision 2000, a broad-based public
community visioning process in which 1700 individuals, representing diverse groups
from the community, participated to generate forty goals for the city to accomplish by the
year 2000. The process was started by randomly sending questionnaires to 10,000
households, asking for opinions about the City's strengths and weaknesses. Feedback
was unexpectedly consistent in that the natural beauty of Chattanooga's setting and the

generosity of its people were seen as the most prominent strengths. The division between
races and classes, and citizens' loss of confidence in Chattanooga, were seen as its
greatest weakness. Knowing this, Chattanooga Venture hired a consultant to guide and

facilitate a four- to six-month process of holding public workshops surrounding the topics
of 'people', 'places', 'play', 'govemment', and 'future alternatives'.
Each issue was tackled by starting with an introductory session which was
followed by smaller group discussion and activity. Although the prompts for discussion
were fbeled by discussion about imminent local projects, emerging ideas far exceeded

such projects. Out of Vision 2000 came a 'Cornmitment Portfolio' which outlines forty
goals or areas of work. Each goal lïsted numerous initiatives that could or needed to take
place for each goal to be met. Participants believed that limiting each goal to one major
task would limit the Ucelihood of meeting respective goals. Many of these goals reflected
a local understanding that attention needed to be paid to the built environment to restore
this community. Strong cornmitment was expressed to strengthening the downtown and

its neighborhoods, supporting historic preservation, building new housing and creating
major attractions.
Subsequently, Chattanooga Venture set up a storefiont office rnanned by four staff
and numerous volunteers to encourage and h d ways to empower groups and individuals
with ideas, to achieve the activities o u t h e d in the commitrnent portfolio. Venture acted
as a resource to those who took initiative to become involved. For the fmt six years of its

existence, Venture continued to be solely fimded by the Lyndhurst Foundation, receiving
civic financial support o d y for its last four years of existence. The original conmitment
of the Lyndhurst Foundation to Chattanooga Venture was solely to provide finances to
facilitate the planning process. Although it never intended to fund implementation of any
projects coming out of Vision 2000, it has in fact made substantial contributions to
numerous local development projects.

S. 1.3 Chgoing Practices through Partnerships

As seen in the review of Canadian municipalities, decisions about how
downtowns are physically shaped take place at numerous levels, and are not necessarily
limited to decisions made by civic bodies. Similarly in Chattanooga, downtown decisions
about development, redevelopment and design are made in various arenas. Particuiar to
Chattanooga however, is the fact that most decisions continue to be made within
partnership situations, many of them hvolving the public sector in either public/private,

or publichon-profit. As in most Canadian Cities, Chattanooga's zoning by-law is one of

the few legal tools which empowers the municipality to accept or reject a deveiopment or
redevelopment proposal. Most recently revised in 1993 and 1995, its specific intent is to
create a Downtown ResidentiallMixed Use District, with a strong emphasis on the public
and pedestrian realm.
The by-law stipulates some generai guidelines for review purposes, as well as the
processes of review and membership of the review committee. Projects or developments
requiring only staff review include changes in landscaping, streetscape elements, banne=,

and minor structural changes. However, according to this by-law, the projects which fd
into this category must also be reviewed by Riverfiont-Downtown Planning-Design
Center staff. As such a pubiic/private partnership has been &en

into the formal

procedures of local governance.

Full committee review is required under the by-law for proposals that involve
new construction, major structural changes (i.e. 10% of total floor area or 1000 square
feet, whichever is less) or parking facility development or redevelopment. The
membership of the full review committee includes the stdfresponsible for staff reviews

and six other mernbers, specifically:
i) the Planning Commission's Executive Director,

ii) an Urban Design Consultant (rotating member),
iii) an Architect (appointed by the Mayor f?om a slate recommended by AIA
Chattanooga and approved by a council rnajority),
vi) a Landscape Architect (appointed by the Mayor and approved by council

majority),
v) a Contractor, Developer or Realtor (appointed by the Mayor with council

majority approval), and

vi) a student with interest in urban design or public administration (rotating
member, appointed by Comminee chair).

An Urban Forester, a Building Ofncial and a Traffic Engineer are non-voting members

who may be called upon for participation in reviews of cases that require their expertise.
As such, there is broad representation of specialists on this conunittee, with significant

representation from vaxying design professions, thus illustrating a local respect for and
valuing of design within the community.
Guidelines, included in the zoning by-law, provide principles to be followed

within the review process on matters such as land-use pattern, parking and access, open
spaces, building character, set-backs, building heights, street fkontage, Iandscaping, and
street and side-walk character. AU of these prhciples place a special emphasis on the
treatment of the public and pedesriian realm, and recognize the importance of public
perception and public interaction with the downtown landscape (City of Chattanooga,
1993).

Aithough Chattanooga Venture is no longer operational, there is ment in briefly
describing its h c t i o n afier Vision 2000 because it was so significant in its promotion of
collaborative processes. As already mentioned, this body's main fiinction was to
facilitate community planning processes, not to implement any projects that may have
corne out of such processes. It played the roles of incubator and facilitator of task forces,
projects and non-profit organizations supportive of local improvement. It was a resource
which offered training in facilitation of community goal-setting processes, offered its own
facilitation capacities to varying organizations wanting to undertake collaborative work,
and produced a "how to" manual for facilitators. In essence, this body was established in

particular to mould the Chattanooga community planning culture into one of
collaboration.

By 1992, Chattanooga Venture had helped facilitate hrty-seven of the original
forty goals which came out of Vision 2000. Rior to dissolving, Chattanooga Venture
facilitated a second comrnunity-wide visioning process called Revision 2000. This timc

more than 2,600 citwns participated and generated 2559 ideas which, through the
process, were developed into twenty-seven new goals for the city. A vision conmittee
was formed to oversee the realization ofthese new goals. Chattanooga Venture no longer

saw a need to exist because over the past ten years, it had built up the cornrnunity's
capacity to collaborate within the local culture.

Two other partnerships which have been and continue to be instrumental in the
development of Chattanooga, and in particuiar irï the development of Îts downtown, are
River Valiey Partners, a non-profit development agency, and the Riverfiont/Downtown
Planning and Design Center. Chattanooga prides itself in its publiclpnvate partnerships.
One contact suggested that it is through such partnerships that individuals look beyond

their own perspective and corne to leam how to address issues with a multiple-perspective

outlook. Furthemore, having multiple-sector representation within such partnerships
seems very important to Chattanooga, as it allows the public sector to better understand
how its activities and structures best support local private and non-profit initiatives.

5.L3.I R N e r f r o n ~wnto
o wn Planning and Design Center

Originally established as a laboratory for students fkom the College of
Architecture and Planning at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville, the Rivefiont /

Downtown Planning and Design Center continues to operate as a satellite studio, but aiso
serves a very important function for the community of Chattanooga. It began very srnall

and without much capital, jointly funded only by the Lyndhurst Foundation and
RiverValley Partners. Once the Center's potential was realized, greater investment was
forthcoming to create a separate building to house it. It was seen as important to house

this Center in a separate building nom any other establishment to elhinate potential
intimidation of interested citizens. The original and curent director of the Center, Stroud
Watson, who was also very instrumental in the fonning of Chattanooga Venture, is

credited with piquing and drawing public interest in downtown design efforts. Three or
four years after the initial start of the design center, the City becarne convinced of the
Center's value to the community, and began supporthg it by helping to staffthe facility
with representatives fiom its planning department, and providing financiai resources.
Today, as a true mode1 partnership, the Center houses smdedicated fiom the
University, fiom the City of Chattanooga Planning Department, and fkorn RiverValley

Partners. It plays an advisory role for both the public and private sectors, and thus plays a
key role in the decision-making processes that affect the design of downtown
Chattanooga. As akeady mentioned, it has been given authority through the zoning
by-law to review downtown project proposais. However, it has also often been specified
as a mandatory resource to developers as a condition of specific civic land transactions. It

has aiso been given an officia1role to coordinate larger scale civic projects. In such

projects, the Center tries to bring public participation into the process to ensure that the
fmal product responds to the community vision. Public participation in the Design Center
generally includes hands-on design activities. The Design Center helps participants to
translate their ideas into visual images and models, thus helping to turn ideas into reality.
Private sector advice is less formal, in that for example, RiverValley Partners encourages
business investors to consider the Center's guidance, on any physical development within
the city, to encourage quality design.
Incidentaliy, staff at the Design Center are currently working on developing an
appropriate, but more community-values-rooted design review process, potentialiy to
Biclude design guidelines, to help legitimize the center's review process and to ensure
consistent, thorough review. This has corne out of resistance, felt by the Center, to its
unofficiaVunlegislated reviewing role in projects outside of the downtown, and the
recognition that it is easy for important matters to be ornitted in lengthy reviews. As an
independent entity, it has taken the Design Center time to build up the trust that the

Center's guidance in rooted in the Comrnunity's best interest, and that its actions exist in

an understanding of market condition, not in opposition to development.
Essentially, the Design Center creates a physical vision for the City in that it puis
citizens' ideas Uito physical fonn, thereby allowing people to visualize ideas as realities.
Jointly fimded and staffed by the Chattanooga-Hamilton County Regional Planning
Commission, River Valley Partners, the Lyadhurst Foundation, and the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, College of Architecture and Planning, this Centre is an example of
a public/private partnership which pulls together the municipal govemment, the broad
cornrnunity and the creative resources of designers to shape the community's physical
environment. As such, it is extremely important because it aliows all partners to
understand each others' perspectives better. Without collaborative efforts such a
partnership would not las&as opposing opinions would simply resdt in adveaarial
conflict. This partnehip has dowed collaborative processes to become htegrated into
the local govemance structure and in the day-to-&y practices of al1 involved.

5.L3.2 River Valley Partners and ClioîtanoogaDo wntown Partnership
Although River Valley Partners' mandate is regional, this merger of two previous
econornic development agencies is another example of a publiclpnvate partnership which

has significant impact on Chattanooga's downtown. This organization is responsible for
the economic development of the entire Chattanooga Region, and is cornmitted to
implernenting its Economic Strategic Plan. The Chattanooga Downtown Partnership is a
division of RiverValley Partners, responsible for implementing the downtown component
of this Economic Strategic Plan. The Downtown Partnership leads local efforts for
non-industrial development for the downtown, but also promotes the downtown thmugh
programming events, coordinathg programs for sanitation and beautification, as weii as
for safety and security.

As mentioned in the description of the Rive&ont/Downtown Design and Planning
Center, the RiverValley Partnership is represented on the Center's staff. Because of the
close relationship between designers, economic development workers and civic
employees, work which is initiated by any one of the partners is sensitive to issues of
importance to the other partners. As such, when RiverValley Partners develops physical

properties as catalysts for economic growth, these properties are design-conscious and are
sensitive to maintainhg quality of place for the entire comrnunity. It is also because of
this partnership that any solicited development is recommended to consider the Design
Center's input.

51.4 Incorporation of Place-Making and Colloborative Planning Princ@la

Since Vision 2000, commtmity involvement, participatory planning and
private-public partnetçhips have become the n o m in Chattanooga (Bailey 1997), one
reason being the conscious effort to change the planning culture within this city. The
review of the events and organizations involved in Chattanooga's 'tuni-around' indicates
how this conscious effort was turned into action, and has in fact changed the way in
which Chattanoogans see their city and are involved in their community.

In the Chattanooga case, it is obvious that the initial push and fmancial
cornmitment carne ficorn a pnvate philanthropie organization, the Lyndhurst Foundation.
Chattanooga's annual Philanthropy Day suggests that there is commitment to
strengthening such foundations which are dedicated to community livability and
sustainability (Skloot 1998). With community culture reflecting a state of apathy and
racial and class divisions, the Lyndhurst Foundation recognized the need to try to change
the outlook. Initial efforts were made to gamer support fiom key community and

business leaders to take on the lead role. Their participation was elicited ~ o the
m start
through participation at conferences, and by actively researching ways other cities had
been successfùl.

-

In many cities, this type of research is left to a consultant, subsequently leaving a
document and recommendations behind without anyone to take true ownership of them.

In Chattanooga however, this initial and perhaps limited 'opening of dialogic space',
allowed that ownership to be rooted in those within the comrnunity who had the skills and
resources to drive further efforts. Once this was accomplished, it was possible to 'open
the dialogic space completely' to include the rest of the community with the Vision 2000

process. With a tum-out of 1700 citizens, the solicitation of participation rnust have been
successful in ehnhating potential barriers, and making everyone feel welcome and
valuable to the process.
Vision 2000 allowed for the introduction of collaboration and inclusive
argumentation, by inviting the entire community to guide its fbture through cooperative
discussion. It was through this process that subsequent action could be firamed.
Chattanooga Venture was set up specifically to help with this h m h g of action. Special
effort was made to make the resources of this organization accessible to an. With the
creation of this organization, collaborative processes were beginning to be
uistitutionalized in the way things were done in this city. Further institutionalization of
such practices took place through the formation of partnerships such as the Design
Center, through legally incorporating such partnerships into govemance practices, and
through govemmental reorganization to allow for more intimate working relatiomhips
with this parhiership.

Most illustrative of Chattanooga's success in making its local culture more
collaborative is the fact that Chattanooga Venture, the community's conscious effort to
accomplish this, has worked itself out of the oeed to exist. As a community well-versed
in collaboration, its main challenge lies in continuhg to confiont new issues with

ever-renewing creativity.

5.2 Edmonton, Alberta

By no means is it intended to belittle or discredit Canadian effort in collaboration
and place-making. However, there is no single Canadian case documented as clearly as

Chattanooga, which has demonstrated collaboration on the scale and in the depth which

has taken place there. However, this does not mean that it necessarily has nof or can not,
happen. If it has happened, it is regrettable that it has not been documented and made
readily available for others to leam fkom. If it has not happened, it does not mean that
there are not numerous collaborative efforts which provide hope that collaboration can

take place on a more municipality-wide and more integrated manner within Canada.

Edmonton is one Canadian municipality which is showing hope for such
collaborative processes to become more integrated into the day-to-day activities of local
downtown development. Edmonton's Capital City Downtown Plan was adopted by City
Council in April of 1997, and outlines nearly eighty initiatives to be irnplemented over the

next five to ten years. This section takes a closer look at the development, and the
intended and initial implementation, of this plan to ident* more clearly if and how
collaborative planning and place-making concepts have been a d o r are being
incorporated. Although the planning process has been completed, and implementation is
actively on its way, only time will tell how well these practices will become ingrained in
the Iocal culture.

5.2. I Poliîicarl and Cornmunity Underlying Current Practices

Since the 1980s Downtown Edmonton has experienced a relatively slow rate of
growth, with the downtown economy suddedy experiencing a sharp decline in the early
1990s. Nevertheless, City Council recognizes that the downtown is Edmonton's most
valuable piece of real estate and its major generator oftaxes; it is therefore dedicated to

support its revival. Furthemore, with signincaot economic development taking place in
northem Alberta, Edmonton sees itself in an ideal position to play a lead role in

capitalizing upon the expected growth. As such, Edmonton realizes the potentiai of its
downtown to accommodate some of that growth.

In order to make the downtown into a strong center for its community and the
region, the City called for a new Downtown Plan to replace the Area Redevelopment
Plan of 198 1. Development of the Capital City Downtown Plan began in May of 1994

and was adopted by council in April of 1997. Because of a need for the City to be
economically responsible, this plan outlines a nurnber of achievable interlocking actions
rather than one ambitious and capital-intensive initiative. Furthemore, with limited
funding for the course of the five-year implementation process, the City sees its position
as a catalyst and facilitator, partnering with private organhtions for implementation.

Although the private sector takes on an active role in the implementation of this plan, it is
clear that this plan is City-driven and is primarily a City-funded project.

5.2.2 Ractices und Parïnerships

Implementation of several of the seventy-seven initiatives or key actions has
akeady begun. However, it is still too eariy to detemine the success of any of them.

None-the-less, the development process and the intended methodology for
implementation provide insight into the existence of place-making and collaborative
planning tendencies, if not fully evolved reabtions.
The development of the plan was initiated in M a y of 1994 with the establishment
of the Downtown Plan Review Steering Cornmittee to oversee the development of the
Plan. This cornmittee consisted of two ward councillon, provincial govemment
representatives, citizen representatives and representatives fiom downtown organhtions.
This cornmittee esîablished a sub-cornmittee specifically to focus on eliciting public
participation and facilitahg communications with the public throughout the p l d g
process.

The Steering Committee conducted background research including a detailed
evduation of the 1981Area Redevelopment Plan and information-gathering on dl
aspects of downtown developmenk and in July of 1994 started to involve the wider
general public through various processes and mechanism. First, this committee
organized roving displays which received exposure at City Hall, libraries, shopping
centres and other major centres throughout the city. A twenty-four hour phone line was
installed to record comments and requests to be put on mailing lists. Findy, this
commiaee published m e e n issue p2pers on a range of downtown topics and made them
available to generate discussion. Then in the fust half of November 1994, the Downtown
Ideas Forurn, a major workshop, was conducted over three days, drawiog approximately
300 participants which included representatives of downtown and ci@-wide

organizations, design professionds, residents, developers, councillors and interested
citizens. Activities within this workshop included presentations, w a b g and bus tours,

and s m d group working sessions. The ideas and graphic concepts generated in this
forum were summarized and published in "The Downtown Ideas Catalogue".

In February of 1995, the Steering Committee conducted a workshop to build on
the public hput gathered, and to develop a vision for downtown development. That same
month, four public meetings were held to provide residents the opportunity to discuss
downtown issues, rneet with neighbors and consider fomiing a c o m m d t y association.
Finally, in June of 1995, af3er synthesiung everyone's input, all downtown
property owners were hvited to attend a senes of workshops at which concept plans for
the five distinct neighborhoods within the downtown were presented. The input gathered
nom the 155 participants was used to guide revisions pnor to holding a Public Open
House in September 1995, for M e r comments. Again, comments at the public open
house were used to M e r refine the concepts for the areas within the downtown. In July
of 1996,the first draft was circulated to downtown stakeholders and city deparûnents for
comments. Three rnonths later, the Plan and proposed zoning was circulated to ail

downtown property owners with an invitation to an open house to discuss the proposai
with the Downtown Planning Group of the City's Planning Department The nnal draft
plan was completed in Febmary of 1997, was subject to one fmal Statutory Public
Hearing and was then passed by City Council in Apnl of 1997.

Because this plan took the format of both a long range comprehensive
development plan, and a short term strategic action-oriented plan, it clearly outlined
where work was required to achieve the goals set out within the plan. Unique to this
plan, and defitely illustrative of the civic cornmitment, is the clear delineation of what
would be required to implement each specific action item. For each item, the plan
outlines whether it required a program, shidy, project or regulation, as well as the
t h e - h e within which each is to take place. Most importantly though, the plan clearly
outlines numerous private and public organizations dedicated to implementation and
allocates one or several organi;riitions to each action item to take the lead role. Finally,
the plan itselfdoes not provide a budget for each item. However, a cornpanion document
to the plan does provide a financial allocation. As the City has allocated $30 million for
implementation of the plan over 5 years, this translates to an average annual budget of $6
million. What the plan does outline in terms of budgeting is whether each action item
will be supported by this civic financial cornmitment, or whether the item will have to be
implemented using other fùnding. The plan suggests that alternate funding is to corne
from private sector partners, civic operating budgets and potentially fkom federal and
provincial govenunent sources.
Findly, to M e r ensure implementation, the plan outhes the manner in which
the action items will be implemented. An Advisory Committee, consisting of the

members of the Steering Committee, citizen and corporate sector representatives, the
Executive Director of the Downtown Business Association, two ward councillors and the
General Manager of the City's Planning and Development Department is responsible for

.

determining the priorities and details of implernentation. This hvolves establishing a five

year budget and preparing annual reports to City Council on program budgets and
progress made. The Downtown Advisory committee guides the work of its
sub-cornmittee, the Downtown Action Program Team. This committee consists of a
Program Manager, a Core Program Team and Additional Program Resources. The Core
Program team is made up of a Plamer, an Urban Designer, an Engineer, an Economist

and TechnicaySecretarial Staff,while additional resources include consultants, contract
personnel, agencies and other city stafF. The Program team will actively manage the
implementation of the plan by p r e p a ~ gthe work program, budget, project ternis of
reference, project schedules, and preparing publications and materials to promote the
P=ogram*

The new Business Recruitment Position, recently created within the Edmonton
Downtown Business Association, was in direct response to the 'Business Recruitment'
action item within the plan. With the Downtown Business Association (DBA) given
responsibility to take the lead role for this item, it was decided to create a position to
focus on downtown business recruitment within this organization. Because of the DEA's
experience and interest in downtown business, placing this new position within the DBA
was seen to be resourceful to both the person taking on this new position and the DBA.

With the te-

of reference for this position wntten by the Action Program Team, and

$40,000 allocated fiom the City's budget, members of the action program team were

involved in the interview process for this position. Thus, sirnilar to the Design Center in
Chattanooga, the new position exists within a non-civic organization, but is in fact
civically funded and guided.
Since this practicum is concemed with the physical desigddevelopment within
downtowns, it is important to note that aside nom this Capital City Downtown Plan, there

has existed within Edmonton, for the past ten years, a local Urban Design Review Panel.
This panel is operated out of the Downtown Business Association and its ten members

represent the building and design professions, the business commUflj:tyand the g e n d
public. This comminee has no official iegal power to review or judge development
proposais, but fiequently assists the City in public projects by providing an infomal

design review. Although this Urban Design Review Panel is responsible for taking a lead
role in five of the six implementation action items under Urban Design issues, it is
unclear what role if any, this body has in aIi remaining initiatives.

12.3 lncorporufionof Place-Making and CoIIuborafjvePlanning PrincCIes
While special efforts were made to provide opportunities for meaninfil public
input, there were some activities which seemed to accomplish this, while others did not.
For example, representation on the s t e e ~ cornmittee
g
provided the opportunity for a
variety of perspectives within the 'overseeing' capacity of the process. Furthemore, the
Ideas Forum appeared to provide opporhmities for srnall group interaction and hands-on
opportunities through bus and wallcing tours. Setting up a special sub-committee
specifically to detennine how best to consult the public and produce communications
material also illustrates that public opinion was seen as important to the process.

However, the nature of some of the separate activities suggests that this cornmittee may
have seen later public participation activities within the process mainly as methods to
gather public support. The original Forum included a variety of participants, representing

different sectors andor positions, and provided opportunities for collaboration. However,
the meetings held thereafter were conducted separately with residents or property owners,

and therefore did not allow for residents and property owners to work out potential
differences.
The nature of the strategy for implementation however, appears to be a
worthwhile mode1 for other municipalities to consider. Firstly, the clarity with which
implementation is being managed, and the fact that those involved in the development of
the plan are also involved in this management of its implementation, looks promiskg; it

seems that the planning process is in fact guiding subsequent action faithfiilly.
Furthemore, recognizllig its inability (and the inappropriateness of this anyway) to
implement the plan independently, the City of Edmonton has made the conscious effort to
act as a catalyst and facilitator of local community action. By doing this, the City has
made a conscious decision to change its govemance approach to encompass collaborative
activity. Rather than always taking the lead role, through this plan, responsibilities for
leadership were delegated to non-civic organizations, thereby fostering a greater sense of
community responsibility for local planning and implementation. Through the promotion
of partnership situations within the implementation strategy, oppomuiities for mutual
leamhg have been developed.

5.4 Conclusion

When deciding on two cities for case studies which might reveal somethuig
meaningful for application to the Winnipeg context, effort was made to choose cities
which, like Winnipeg, were not experiencing drarnatic development pressures when their
current practices were being invented. Although Chattanooga may now be a prime
destination for numerous forms of investment, at the t h e this city's citizens decided to
make a concerted effort to improve its sense of livability, it was in an economic slump.
Similarly, Edmonton has not been a major growth center for many years. It is ofken
argued that innovative planning solutions are more easily achievable in a fast growth
environment. However, Edmonton's Plan suggests that it is because of the slow growth
within its downtown, that the city was allowed to reflect on how to develop a better
quaiity of life. (p. 12)
Because of this, both cities were capable of holding thorough public consultation
processes. However, Chattanooga seemed more successfbl at drawing public

-

participation into the process right fkom the start Vision 2000 attracted 1700
participants, while Edmonton's Idea Forum drew only 200 people on each of three days.

This wanants a more detailed review of the procedures used in both cities to evaluate
what accounts for this difference in attendance. It would ody be speculative to Say that
the govemment-driven process in Edmonton made citizens more hesitant, than the
community-driven process in Chattanooga. Similarly speculative, in Chattanooga, the
original visioning took place for the City as a whole, and it seems that it was the wider
community who decided that they ail had a stake in the downtown. In con-

in

Edmonton, the City (without citizen involvement) set the focus on the downtown.
Perhaps Edmontonians were less convinced about the importance of the downtown,
because they did not go through the process of discovering this for themselves.
Subsequently, perhaps only those with a more obvious stake in the downtown felt that
their presence would be needed or valued in the process. Because this is purely
speculative, M e r investigation for clarification on this would be required for a more
detailed look at how best to 'open dialogic spaces'.
Important to recognize in these two case studies is the fact that one was financidy
dnven by the City, while the other was f i c i a l l y &en

by a private foudation. This

suggests that there is no predetermined source of funding with which the citizens of a
place c m work. Australia's experiences suggest that it is indeed up to the locality to
determine how projects or programs are fùnded, and that creativity is important to
determine how to deal with the ever-so-urgent need for funding to 'seed' or 'grow'
almost any initiative (Barnes, Murphy and Nicholson: ed. Winikoff 1995,90)
Common to both case studies is the continuity of public involvement throughout
the place-making processes, fiom visioning to implementation and maintenance. Without
such continuity of involvement it becomes difficult to e n s w that the meanings and
values, generated through research and discussion in visioning, are carried through into
subsequent action.
Important also in the implementation of commonly-achieved goals, is the
utilization of partnerships. This allows for mutual learning to continue beyond the initia1

planning stages. Throughout implementation, details and arrangements must be worked
out. Paxtnerships between organizations allow individuals from such organizaîion to
understand each other's perspectives, and ultimately learn to operate more respectfù1Iy
and cooperatively in working out those details. Because local govemance structures have
the potential to determine private sector activity, it is important to promote such
partnerships to include the public sector to allow for the development of an understanding
of how this sector cm work to the benefit of both; the more involved and h t e r h k e d the
partnerships, the more opportunity for meaningful mutual learnîng.
Finally, common to the Chattanooga, and Edmonton expenences was the
conscious inclusion of design professionais within respective processes. The compilation
of Australian experiences mentioned in Chapter TWO,strongly supported the participation
of designers and artists to stimulate creativity within the overall process and to help put
ideas into visual representations. Chattanooga's Design Center has clearly taken on
responsibility for this. In Edmonton, the overall role of the Urban Design Review Panel

has not been clear. It has been given responsibility for taking the lead role in
ùnplementing plan action items directly related to urban design, but there is little
indication of whether or how this panel might be involved in the physical development
associated with many of the other action items.
Although it was noted in the review of Australian experiences that it is best for
these design specialists to be experienced in working collaboratively with others, and that
special effort be made to include individuals experienced in facilitation of coliaborative
processes to ensure true collaboration, research into the Edmonton case was unable to
reveal such emphases there. Chattanooga however, clearly focused on the facilitation of
collaborative interaction by making it Chattanooga Venture's mission.

What does al1 this mean to the desire in Winnipeg to ensure a sense of quality in
the physical development and re-development of its downtown? Chapter Six outhes

some conclusions that c m be drawn fiom the research documented in this and the
previous chapter, which seem applicable to the Winnipeg context.

Strategies for Incorporating Place-Making and Collaborative Planning
Practices in Winnipeg's Downtown Decision-Making Processes
The previous two chapters have described broadly the downtown design
decision-making processes as they exist in five Canadian cities and, in a more detailed
way, how such processes incorporate concepts of place-making and colIaborative
planning within the cities of Chattanooga and Edmonton. Although practices should
never sirnply be adopted wholesale nom one context into another, both of these exercises
are valuable in idorming an appropriate strategy for developing downtown design
decision-making processes/practices for the Winnipeg context, and especially a strategy
that includes place-making and collaborative planning principles.
The review of such practices and procedures across Canadian cities was important
in revealing approaches which exist in the legislated Canadian planning fhmework, and
that are implicitly, if not explicitly, guided by place-making and collaborative planning
principles. Some definite tendencies for place-making and collaborative planning activity
were revealed in the descriptions of partnerships, local citizen participation levels in
officia1 neighborhood-level plans, and through civic facilitation of private sector activity
using various incentive programs. Although it depends on the methods used to invite

participation, the development of neighborhood plans, as in Hamilton and London,
provides citizens a potentially less intimidating opportunity to voice their views at a more
local and perhaps familiar level. Review of practices revealed varying levels of
participation, and varying potentials for collaborative dialogue/argumentation and
fiamhg of action.

Although obviously positive, and in many cases successfiil, many of the
partnerships and incentive programs discovered in this review of the selected Canadian
cities tended to appear, and/or develop, on an ad hoc basis. It was only in Edmonton and

in London that such partnerships or incentives took the f o m of more comprehensive
policy documents, thereby attempting to institutionalize practices. Although London's
document outlined numerous policies which have been adopted by council and provide
incentives for private development of particular types, it was Edmonton's approach which

not only sought to provide municipdly-fimded incentives, but also invotved existing
private and public organizations and other stakeholders not only through incentives, but
also by allocating responsibilities and accountability to them.
Incentives provided by the City can be useful to stimulate private sector activity,
thereby framing action as a form of hancial public/pnvate partnership. However, the
types and arrangements of partnerships noted in Chattanooga and Edmonton reveal closer

working relationships between the private and public sectors, and the dividend of added
opportunities for muhial learning to take place between partners. These two case studies
illustrate how their citizens (and not just special interests) fiame their actions through
collaborative argumentation within an open and inclusive dialogic space.

So what is it that Winnipeg can leam fiom these reviews? How can Winnipeg
practices become more reflective of current place-mahg and coflaborative planning
theory?

The review of Canadian cities indicates a tendency for ad hoc solutions to

downtown problems, with Edmonton perhaps being the first to provide for a plan which
is tmly committed to implementation through collaborative methods. Perhaps Edmonton

is a leader in the Canadian context for incorporating collaborative efforts in a more
far-reaching, comprehensive, and Uistitutionalized way.

The reviews of Edmonton and Chattanooga expenences illustrate ways in which
place-making and coilaborative planning can be achieved within urban environments.
Underlying al1 activity is the creation and implementation of a Community Vision. It is

through the development and creation of a vision, that subsequent action c m be guided or
fiamed. Equ-

crucial however is the implementation of that vision, as the development

of it would otherwise be an exercise in futifity. Within this ovemll activity of Visionhg

and Implementation, other activities and conditions c m be synthesized into t h e
categoïies. These are:

9

Collaborative Participation,

ii)

Access to Financial Resources, and

üi)

Clear and Collective Management.

Collaborative Participation is important at al1 key stages throughout the entire
processes of developing and implementing a vision (Barnes, Murphy and Nicholson: ed.
Winikoff 1995, 85). Tt is crucial that such participation be broad so that the entire
comrnunity has the opporhinity to be involved andlor represented, and that individuals
with skills and experience in collaborative group facilitation, as well as artists and
designers, are involved throughout the processes to maximize the potential for mutual

-

leaming and creativity. Therefore, special effort must be made to open the process the
dialogic space - to people who might ordinarily be neglected or feel too intimidated to
participate. It is important for such broad and open participation to exist fkom the earliest
stages all the way through to implementation and subsequent maintenance, as this is the
only way in which community ownership of the physical manifestations and the process
can be fostered. Important also in developing, or building on, collaborative participation,

is that such practices become ingrained and, to the greatest extent possible,
institutionalized in day-to-day practices. Because Canadian municipalities are given
certain authority, and have only the legal right to control certain aspects development of a
rnunicipality, it is important that the city (the local 'state'), be involved in this
collaboration. Without this, it would be difficult to eventually institutionalize
collaborative practices within govemance structures.

Access to fmancial resources is crucial for the implementation of a community
vision (Barnes, Murphy aud Nicholson: ed. Winikoff 1995,90). Firstly, such access
ensures that the visionuig exercise does not end at the visioning stage, but that this vision
can in fact be acted on, that the necessaxy capacity to realize the vision can be built. In
Chattanooga, it was a local philanthropie organization which provided funding for
processes to jump-start numerous initiatives, while in Edmonton, the City is providing
basic fimding on an annual basis to drive implementation of plan action items. Local
goverment andlor the local private sector are not always fieely forthconiing in providing
the funding often required to help transform urban environrnents into places. Therefore,

access to financial resources for initiating action must often be acquired in creative ways,
and may require the establishment of a separate cornmittee or group responsible for
locating fmancial resources (Barnes, Murphy and Nicholson: ed. Winücoff 1995,86).

The availability of resources is crucial because it helps to facilitate the realization of local
visions. It therefore plays a significant role in allowing achievable action to be h n e d by
a collective vision.
Finally, dear management of al1 processes along the way is important, as this
helps to elhinate misunderstandings and holds al1 participants accountable to each other
and to the process. It is crucial that, along the way, coordination of activities and

responsibiiities takes place. In Edmonton for example, throughout the development of the
plan and as outlined within its implementation strategy, responsibilities for action were
decided on, delegated to, and accepted by varying participants in the process. Through
collective management, not relying on ad hoc action, the process becomes instituted as a
more forma1 capacity-building mechanism, which supports the actions M e d by
c o l ktive visioning.

In order to detemiine how and if Winnipeg is capable of developing planning and
design decision-making practices for its downtown which reflect place-making and
collaborative planning principles, we must examine Winnipeg in terms of its ability to

develop a collective vision and associated collective action on its realization, paying
special attention to potentials for collaborative processes, especidly with respect to
process management and financial resources.

6.1 Building and Implententing a Comtnunity Vision

Within the downtown context, it is fair to Say that Winnipeg has been strong in the
area of developing a vision. CentrePlan and its accornpanying action plan are illu~ftative

of this. The development of these documents took place through highly inclusive and
coilaborative activities. Identified as lacking in this plan however, is the emergence of an
overall physical vision for the downtown, and a clear outline and commitment for the
implementation of CentrePlan's action plan beyond the limited funding and
responsibilities allocated to it to date. Australian experiences iiiusffate the need for.
individual project visions to fit into a broader context (Barnes, Murphy and Nicholson:
ed. Winikoff 1995,82), thereby suggesting that developing an overall phy sical vision for
Downtown Winnipeg is quite significant.
Although the action plan is updated every two years, and allocates responsibility
for implementation, and has received Winnipeg Development Agreement (WDA) dollars
towards implementation, successfil implementation has been Lunited to a number of
initiatives. Two Winnipeg contacts suggested that CentrePlan "lost steardenthusiasm"
after its original visioning, perhaps because it lacked a clear implementation mechanism.

It was also suggested that CentrePlan did not have strong political support. The only
councillor remaining on the cornmittee represents a suburban ward and appears to have
little interest in a downtown plan. Furthemore, any project sought by CenttePlan

-

requesting funding out of WDA allocated fiiads, requires political approval by City
Council for projects over $100,000 and by Executive Policy Cornmittee for projects
below $100,000. This makes the process lengthy and, because of a lack of broad political
support on a sublilbs-dorninated councii, v e r -unpredictable.

Thus, in building and implementing a vision for Winnipeg's downtown, it is
important to acknowledge CentrePlan's strengths, weaknesses and the nature of the
political support or neglect it receives.

It is therefore recommended in the Winnipeg context, that the following activities
be pursued:

i) building on CentrePlan's processes and organization, because it brings key

stakeholders together in collaboration;

ii) conducting an overall visioning exercise which incorporates already- SUTfàced
CentrePlan vision elements; and
iii) building public and political support for the CentrePlan Strategy.

Of value to the Winnipeg situation is an understanding that political leadership

was also Limited in the Chattanooga situation. That City needed convincing that
Chattanooga Venture and the Design Center were of value to the community and to
cornmUILity planning efforts. Similady, it seems that Winnipeg's City politicians require
convincing of CentrePlan's capability and legitimacy as a downtown planning and
irnplementation body, particularly since Winnipeg, like most North American
municipalities, is acutely concerned with civic expenditures and constantly looking for
ways to re-allocate responsibilities to reduce operating costs. Extensive public

participation, especially through a broad visioning process, appears to be key to building
political support. It will be discussed in more detail in the following section.
However, it is important that CentrePlan lead the process and that
already-developed CentrePlan ideas with wide support are built into it. Without
CentrePlan leadership, the proposed visioning process would be seen as yet another
attempt to start fiom scratch, when Winnipeg does in fact have something of value to
build upon. Building on the existing, wili also help to instill the awareness that past

efforts were not in vane. It would be difficult to retain the trust of the original CentcePlan
process participants if their past efforts were simply ignored.

Important in this collective visioning also, is that strategies for implementation are
clearly developed within this process, and s e d e s s l y acted upon in a similar collective
manner. AU too often ideas are generated and falsely, or too complexly, translated into
action strategies, such that the original public meaning - and therefore public and political

-

support is lost. It is important that ownership of the vision is fostered and that the
visioning exercise is not simply used to gain political support for special interest concerns
through token participation.
Thus, the first recommendation for the Winnipeg context is that CentrePlan regain
some interna1 momenhun to develop an overall downtown physical plan through a
collective visioning process, and that CentrePlan aIso take on direct responsibility for
strategiziig and implementing the resulting goals and visions.

6.2 Building a Collaborative Partic@atioon Culture

Collaborative participation in Winnipeg is not new. Jeff Fielding and Gerry
Couture report on various Winnipeg public processes in their contribution to
T,esso~
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from,ocalGovemment, a recent IPAC

monograph. Although participation by the transients and by poor residents of the
downtown was difficult to garner within the group processes conducted for CentrePlan,
public health nurses who are in contact with many such citizens, helped stimulate their
input into the process (Fieldings and Couture 1998,36). It was recognized that the views
of this sector of the population needed to be incorporated because of its high
concentration within the downtown area. Although this did not aUow for mutual leanllng
to take place, as it might in a group situation, special effort was made to bring the
marginalized into the process.
This dedication within past and current practices to collaboration and public
participation, suggests a strong basis on which to build further collaborative practices. It

is recommended that in the proposed visioning process, special effort be made to draw on

broad and extensive participation. This must take place to ensure not only that the
public's vision is incorporatecl, but also to build political support for the visioning process
and subsequent implementation.

As already indicated, there appears to be limited politicai support for CentrePlan
and its implementation. In the review of downtown design decision-making processes in
Hamilton, a similar lack of political cornmitment for the downtown was overcome by the
strong public voicing of support for downtown revitaikation. As a result, political support

for downtown planning and implementation has g r o m much stronger. Similarly,
Chattanooga's Vision 2000 process, not only aUowed for the development of a

community vision, but it ailowed that vision ultimately to be made clear to local
politicians so that civic activity is now very much in tune with citizens' prionties.
Therefore, it is recommended that CentrePlan atternpt to regain momentum by
undertaking a commiinity visioning process which strives to build on participation to
develop wider ownership of and dedîcation to the downtown.
Important to take fÏom the Edmonton context is the strong effort made to involve
politicians and key iduential stakehoIders in this visioning process. Thiç
recommendation follows the concepts of mutual learning - through collaboration people
leam about each other's perspectives. Crucial to this exercise of mutual leaming is the
inclusion especially of those who hold significant power to influence the process, that
they may learn about the value of collaborative discussion and the importance of

placemaking within downtown Winnipeg. In the Chattanooga situation, this was
accomplished by priming commmity leaders for an initial period of tirne with successfbl
models of collaborative community processes which emphasize 'common' place-making.
These community leaders then used their significant resources to enable Vision 2000 and
to ensure subsequent steps to implementation.

For this reason, it is suggested that research be conducted by the CentrePlan
Committee to establish truly effective participation strategies which address obstacles

particular to Winnipeg. It would also be suggested that the CentrePlan Conmittee
organVR conferences or lectures with speakers and practitioners who specialize in and
have experience of such processes, to develop a local confidence for such an approach.
Perhaps this could be done jointly by the Urban Idea Centre and the Chamber of
Commerce.

Finally, it is important that CentrePlan understands the importance of collective
participation at all key pointdactivities throughout the process, to ensure proper
interpretation of ideas and to foster a sense of ownership and accountabiüty for the entire
process.

In consultation with Winnipeg contacts, concern was expressed about the
development of a physical plan for the downtown. It was suggested that land use plans
often tend to be shelved and ignored d e r completion. However, the 'physical' visioning
intended for the Winnipeg context is less land use-oriented than it is intended to provide
participants with an opporhinity to put their ideas into physical or visual representations
and for existing CentrePlan visions to become rooted in a broader context. It also allows
for identification of existing meanings associated with locations, areas or landmarks in
the downtown, and perhaps thereby lead to the protection of such aspects to encourage
the maintenance and creation of a downtown with meaning for its citizens - as a place
rather than simply geographic location.
One contact suggested that existing CentrePlan visions are perhaps 3 0 0 poetic"

and therefore not easily implementable. Perhaps the overall physical vision c m help such
poetic visions become rooted in more identifiable media. As identified in the
Chattanooga example and as concluded about various Australian cases, it is important to
involve designers and artists who c m help the community convert their ideas into
physical manifestations or visual representations, and help the general public to think
more creatively. As experienced in Chattanooga, when ideas become more real through

physical representation, commitment to the vision and to its implementation increases
significantly.
Recommended in the area of collective participation is that CentrePlan take
responsibility for researching and deteminhg ways in whch to elicit meaningful
representative participation in the visioning process, and that it make a direct effort to
build on its understanding and valuing of collective processes. To maximize creativity

and collaboration in public processes, it is recommended that special effort be made to
include designers and aitists, as well as individuals with significant skUs and experience
in group collaboration processes. Perhaps involvement of city planning, design and art
students in the process would heip the students' work become more rooted in practical
collective urban problem-solving - thereby potentially encouraging institutionalking such
practices into day-to-day approaches.

Apart f?om CentrePlan, collaborative participation should also be encouraged to

become part of the downtown Winnipeg planning and design culture by creating
neighborhood level planning/decision-malcingcapacities. This study speculates that
greater involvement at the commun.@ level would encourage greater interest and concem
for the planning and place-making of a coliectively-owned downtown. As reported of
Hamilton, public participation in that city's planning processes is strong because of its
history of neighborhood planning. A more detailed investigation into this level of
planning is warranted; it is expected that practices on this level musc of course, also be in
concert with collective place-making in order to institutionalize such practice in the
Winnipeg planning culture. Contacts from the Winnipeg context agreed, that greater
involvement by the public on the neighborhood planning level would help in building
collaborative participation.

6.3 Building Communal Management Capabiliîy and Responsibifity
Clear and team-based management of processes is important in incorporating
placemaking and collaborative planning principles in true 'community' planning, ie., the
community (and not just planners) planning their comrnunity. In a sense, Winnipeg has
already practiced such coordination and management through the CentrePlan processes to
date. Because of the fact that the CentrePlan Cornmittee already comprises a body
consisting of a range of downtown stakeholders, it would be inappropriate to attempt to
establish a new body to take over this role, and risk distancing or discouraging aiready
participating and active stakeholders. For this reason, it is the recommended that
CentrePlan follow up and build on already-established and very valuable work.
Most important is retaining representation of both city and provincial politicians

on this committee to avoid alienation of political support, and perhaps to encourage
Uicreased political support. The City of Winnipeg must be made to understand that the
ultimate structure sought is one in partnership with the City, and that CentrePlan does not
wish to take away the City's authonty on guiding the development of its downtown, but
that the private sector, and the third sector, are prepared to take on responsibilities which
are in the interest of both the public and the private sector. However, because this
coumittee consists of rnany key downtown stakeholders who have limited t h e to
dedicate to the entire process of visioning through to ensuring implementation, it would
be worthwhile to delegate certain management responsibilities to sub-committees - i.e. an
impIementation committtee, a financial resource cornmittee, and a collaboration
facilitation team. As such, the focus of responsibility allocation becomes clear and more
likely to be acted upon accountably. The implementation committee would be tasked
with clearly outlining and monitoring implementation strategies as can be seen in the
Edmonton situation.
In terms cf implementation, there are lessons to be leamed nom both the

Edmonton and.Chattanoogaexperiences. Chattanooga outlined various activities without

depending solely on major projects to accompiish goals. Simiiarly in Edmonton, severai
actions were outlined in broader categories. Successfbl implementation of actions in
Edmonton is credited to the clear outline of lead roles in terms of responsibility for
implementation, and in the allocation of tirne-lines and budget requirements. In
Edmonton, this coordination is taking place through an Action Conmittee specXcaily
dedicated to implementation. Here, the entire process is aided by political and civic
administration support, something which seems less likely to take place in the Wkpeg
situation.
For that reason, it is ultimately crucial that civic political, or at least
administrative, representation exists on the implementation cornmittee in Winnipeg.
Without such political participation in the visioning and implernentation processes, any
proposed actions which fa11 within the legal responsibilities of the City, such as by-laws
and policies, would othenvise likely fall on deaf ears - a continuous power struggle would

exist between the City and CentrePlan. As in the Chattanooga situation, political civic
support was not present immediately, but it is important to leave the door open for the
development ofpartnerships which allow mutual learning between the public and private
and third sectors, and allows both sectors to leam how its actions may impact on the

abilities and interests of the other.
In terms of collective collaborative management of the entire process, it is

recommended that CentrePlan take responsibility for this, and that it establish
mechanisms to ensure the capacity for implementing visions, to locate financial resources
for implementation, and to Iocate or develop a group facilitation resource.

6.4 Building Financial Resources

Winnipeg is generally seen as a slow-growth or no-growth environment. The City
is forever himming its budget, and there does not appear to be aoy one private source
which is outstandingly dedicated to Winnipeg's downtown . A common fiutration felt

within the Downtown Winnipeg setting is that there is iittle capital avdable to proceed
with the implementation of the CentrePlan vision. With the City's recent history of an
apparent lack of support for planning in general, and low fiaancial cornmitment to
downtown capital projects, it is unrealistic to expect the City to take a lead hancial role

in the implementation of CentrePlan's current action plan or any other funue
implementation strategies. In Chattanooga, we saw a local philanthropie organkation,
dedicated to healthy and sustainable city development, take the lead role in financially
jump-çtarting downtown planning and development processes. Winnipeg is not fortmate

enough to have this type of resource. This indicates that a special effort must be made to
locate fiuiding sources and that the people of Winnipeg need to locate money in a more
imaginative way.
Current discussions of the Downtown Task Force, a grwp of downtown
stakeholden tasked with determinhg a mode1 for a coordinating downtown efforts,
continues to struggle with the financing of a new development corporation. A recent
Winnipeg Free Press article ( O'Brien 1998, A4) reported on a suggestion to seU land and
property of Forks North Portage Partnership to raise $80 million for the creation of a
body whose shoes would be fiiled by current Forks North Portage Partnenhip staffto
oversee downtown development. The article was unclear on whether these fun& would

alIow such an organization to be sustainable, and what type of relationship this
organization would have to other valuable organizations, and to City resources already
dedicated to the downtown.

The research conduced for his practicum suggests rejection of the establishment of
a fmancially-independent body to oversee the planning and development of Winnipeg's
downtown, a role originally allocated to CentrePlan. The establishment of a politically -

-

and financially independent body would aot eliminate the fact that the City of Winnipeg

is in fact legally-responsible and authoritative on the legal details of development.
Without political support, even a finaocially-independent body would nin into

unnecessary conflict with the City. As such, the potential for munial leamhg is literally
ekinated as would be the institutiondization of collaborative processes within a
community-wide culture.

In order to build the capacity for 'common' place-making and collaborative
planning, it appears that CentrePlan needs to Iead a colIective effort to raise financial
resources to facifitate the implementation of various strategies. Having representation
from both the province and the City is also important because it potentially allows for
tapping into capital budgets docated to projects promoted by CentrePlan's vision. As

mentioned in the last section, perhaps a separate sub-cornmittee needs to be established to
focus on locating funds for individual projects, or the establishment of a position
dedicated to locating resources nom the private sector or foundatioI1S/philanthropiststo
supplement that which has been contributed by aU stakeholders. The details of allocating
responsibility for such a task are likely best detennined by the cornmittee.
If locating such funds proves too time-consuIILing, then perhaps CentrePlan
cornmittee members jointly fund a position dedicated to locating funding sources. This
person would be accountable to the implementation cornmittee and would work closely
with the leaders of each implementation item. Important however, would be that
long-terni dependency on supplementary resoutces is Limted, and that long-terni financial
cornmitment for individual projects corne fiorn existing organizations, as part of
expanding their mandates.
It is therefore recornmended that the locating of financial resources be undertaken
under the CentrePlan mandate. It is hoped that, thereby, the process will still be driven by
the initial visioning, and not by the availability of capital funds. Perhaps private h d i n g

in Winnipeg would be more prominent if it could be allocated to or dedicated to particda.
projects with which particular sponsors could identiQ.

6.5 Concluion

As outlined in the £ k tChapter of this document, this study into the porential
institutionalization of collective place-making practices in downtown Winnipeg design
decision-making practices was intended to be broad. As such, it is worth reviewing the
initial research questions to determine if they were auswered and thereby identiQ where
more detailed research is required to put some of the final recommendations of this work
into action.
The first set of questions in regards to h o w design decisions shouid be made and
how public 'places' are made, were addressed in principle by the theoretical review
documented in Chapter two. Drawing on past and curent design and planning theory, it
was concluded that design decisions are best made in ways which reflect current

understanding of our society as diverse, and in ways that recognize that design decisions
are about creating a place which has meaning because of our relationships with it and the
people we meet withh it. Design decision-making therefore needs to be collective,
unrestricted by power stnictures, and a collaborative process which allows participants to
understand and leam about diverse perspectives.
Initial questions were also concerned with how downtown design decisions are
currently made. Through an investigation of the practices and expenences of Winnipeg,
five other Canadian cities and one American city, it is now possible to understand
broadly, current downtown design decision-making processes. Furthemore, through
such research it was possible to obtain a sense of how weU current practices incorporate
the elements of place-making and collaborative planning. Although Edmonton shows
some advancement over other Canadian Cities reviewed in this respecf Chattanooga by

far exhibits the most advanced practice incorporating these principles.

Finally, tu answer the questions on how downtown Winnipeg might benefit fiom

an alteration to current practices, to better accommodate principles of place-making and
collaborative planning, Chapter three reviews current practices and attitudes to downtown

design decision-making and planning in Winnipeg. It is through this review that existing
strengths and weahesses to achieving those ends are identifïed. Drawing on the
successes and expenences of other cities, as well as the strengths and weaknesses in the
Winnipeg culture, Chapter six provides the general direction for a move to the

institutionalization of collective place-making for downtown Winnipeg.
By no means does this study provide detailed direction for proceeding. Within the

broad fhnework of recommendations provided, there is room for much more detailed
research to take place which in effect should be part of the processes of place-making in
Winnipeg. For example, a much more detailed examination is required of specific
activities which are best suited to opening-wide dialogic spaces. In fact the evaluation of
such activities was minimal in this project, and would be beneficial in understanding
which specific practices would help overcome Winnipeg's particular weaknesses.
Similarly, a detailed examination and cornparison of civic council and cornmittee
shuctures did not take place for this study, but might be helpful in determining how
successfil cities are in incorporating public participation in their formal govemance
stnictures. This investigation would be paaicularly helpful if it were to examine the
public participants' feelings on their relevance to those govemance processes. It is

certain that there are many more matters which require research at this level. However, it
is of utmost importance that this research be done collectively by those who should be
involved in the process of placemaking, because it offers participants an opportunity to
leam about the underlying need to understand mattee, through interaction with others and
others' knowledge.

Although there is still much more detailed research to be conducted - ideally in a
collective marner - a broad framework for direction has been developed in this study.
Local efforts in collaboration suggest that Winnipeg would be able to further develop
initiatives which are based on such activity. To this end, the author is optimistic, that

with the right approach, downtown Winnipeg can evolve to become a place with greater
affectionate meaning for more people. It is crucial to eliminate existing, and fimit the
development of new power structures, while encouraging coiiaborative and imaginative
solutions, so that mechanisms and partnerships unique to Winnipeg can develop. As
such, it is important to b d d on the CentrePlan mode1 which has akeady been so
successful in developiog collaborationwithui the downtown context.

Urban Design Review Designation (City of Winnipeg By-Iaw 4800fûû)

Appendix 2
Intemew Outline for Key Infamants in Canadian Cities

1. Local Planning and Design Culture
What civic resources are allocated to the City's planiing function?
Would you Say that your general civic direction is pro-development of pro-planning?
Please Explain.
Does your City have special cornmitment to downtown planning?
Do your downtown decision-making processes involve any public-private
partnerships? If so, how?

-

-

1s there any one body public or private which is championing downtown planning?

2. Formal Mechanisms (e.g. zoning, heritage policies, design guidelines, design review
cornmittee, capital budget implementation, etc.)

What formaMega1planning tools exist within your City that are directly geared at
making downtown design decision? How do they work?
Who is involved in making final decisions in these formal mechanisrris and how are
they involved? How is it detennined who is involved?
1s public participation fomally required through policy or other formal structure? If

yes, please explain how.
3. Informal Mecharzisms and Forces (e.g. lobbying, private fimding, development
pressure, political personalities, etc.)

What informal forces inf'luence how design decisions are made? Please explain.
How influential are these forces? Please explain.

4. Public Involvement

Do any part of your processes involve the public? How does public participation take
place? What activities constitute the public participation in your decision-making
process?

How is public participation elicited? How are people given the opportunity to take
part? Please explah.
Are any steps taken to attempt to give equal opportunities for participation to people
fiorn different social and /or political groups?

If you use a public involvement process, do you believe that public concerns voiced,
are addressed in the making of h a 1 decisions? Please explain why or why not.

Appetldix 3
Review of downtown design decision-making processes:
Edmonton, Saskatoon,Hamilton, London, and Hmhx

1. Edmonfort,Alberta
As Alberta's capital, Edmonton has a population of 624,000. Winnipeg plamers
ofien draw cornparisons between Winnipeg and Edmonton because these two cities share
so many characteristics. They are both capital prairie cities within their respective
provinces, and are of similar size . Traditionally, both have been centers for agricultural
services, experience similar climates and are generally seen to be equally conservative.

Many planning issues are similar in these two cities, inctuding the steady past decline of
the downtown and an apparent interest to combat and counteract this tendency.

1.1 CNic Cornmimient to Planning

The City of Edmonton is nearhg the end of a six-year-long civic restmcturing
process in which the overali budget dedication to the planning function has been reduced
nom seven or eight percent ($25 million) of the overall chic budget to around two
percent ($15 million), whereby the Planning Department has been reduced to the core
functions of planning as land-use related by-law application. Although this &tic
reduction has taken place, and although the informant for this city suggests that the
pro-planning standards of the 1970s and 1980s have given way to pro-development
pressures, commitment to the civic planning function was reported as being alive, in that
the core functions of the department were retained, and kept within one department
Civic cornmitment, particularly to the downtown, is seen to be strong in part
because of the Mayor's dedication. Much of his campaign platfonn prior to being elected
focused on the importance of downtown revitalkation. Furthemore, political support
was clearly illustrated in: the direct participation of aldermen in the developrnent of the

Downtown Plan; Council's approval o f the plan in one sitting; Corncil's dedication of

$30 million towards the implementation of the plan; and its immediate cornmitment to

providing $6 million for the initiation of several projects outlined in the plan. Processes
for plan implementation descnbed in the next section illustrate M e r commitment to
successfÙ1 implernentation of the plan.

1.2 ExiSting Pracfices
Through the Alberta Municipal Government Act, whereby the City of Edmonton
is given specifc nghts to govern, the City has also been allowed to aIlocate certain
responsibilities, such as strategic planning, to its Planning ~ e ~ a r t m e kFonnally,
t.
the city

has also prepared and passed Community Plans and Area Development Plans, each of
which corne with their own mechanisms and policies. Any major development or capital
expenditure decision m u t be approved by council, yet there are several advisoiy
cornmittees which exist to advise council on such decisions. In order to process a zoning
change application, it is cornmon across the country to provide the opportunity for the
public to voice its opinion, and somehow to advertise this opportunity. In Edmonton, it is
required of the planning department to advertise in the local newspaper, yet it has
become routine for staff fkom the department to informally provide special notice to
community leagues of any such hearings within a league's neighborhood.
Informal factors such as public or private development pressure, or the
non-existence of development pressures, were suggested to have affects on how this city
takes shape, as is the case in every city. Several specïfic mechanisms which exist in
Edmonton, and are considered informal because they do not have the backing of
Legislation, still potentialfy affect the physical form of the downtown. These are the
review processes provided by an Urban Design Panel and a Technical Review

-

C o d t t e e . Both existhg as advisory bodies only without legal authority to deny

-

proposals the technical review commîttee consists of people with techaical expertise
applicable to particular proposals, while the ten-member Urban Design Panel represents

memben fkom the local design professions, the development sector and the business
community.
Other uiforrnal processes and partnerships currently in their beginning or
developrnent stage have corne, or are coming, out of the recently-adopted Downtown

Plan. With approximately seventy poIicy directions set, the road forward for this plan's
implernentation seems clear. Curreat actions are geared towards developing partnerships
with existing organizations in order to htegrate implementation activities into existing

shuchues. For example, the City has docated $40,000 for the hiring of a staffrnember
to coordinate a downtown business recruitment program. However, it has been arranged
that the staff person will be working out of the office of the Downtown Business
Association because of the related resources available to this organization. Because of
the allocation of civic funds, the City used its prerogative to set tems of reference for this

staff position and to provide input into the hiring process for this position. As such, the
City is involved in initiating a process in such a way that the process has the potential to

become independent of Civic maintenance.
This arrangement exemplifies the close working relationships and joint
cornmitment to the downtown of four key bodies: i) the City of Edmonton's Planning
Depariment; ii) the Downtown Business Association; iii) the Downtown Development
Corporation; and iv) Economic Development Edmonton.

1.3 Conunitment to Public Parficipation
Forma1 public participation in downtown decision-making in Edmonton is
dependent on the size and impact of specific projects or initiatives. Officially, there are
public hearings at monthly City Council meetings, and there is a degree of public
representation on advisory cornminees and on different standing cornmittees of Council.
Furthemore, as in most Canadian cities, public input is made possible in hearhgs related
to zoning matters. More informally, public participation was probably most extensive in

the development of the Downtown Plan. A steering committee for this plan had

representation fkom the business cornmunity and the general public, and helped create a
Downtown Advisory Committee (DAC) for the implementation of the plan.
Representation on this committee is domhated by the Downtown Development
Corporation, Economic DeveIupment Edmonton, and the Downtown Business
Association. Several sub-committees exist however, which deal more directly with
specific issues such as parking and business development. However, public participation
for the overall plan was seen as very important by the steering committee. A
sub-committee was established to focus on eliciting public participation and support for
the plan. Foremost, participation was elicited nom downtown businesses, ownen and

residents through direct letiers, brochures and questionnaires. Input of the larger
community was elicited through advertisement on buses and in newspapers, via radio and
television interviews on the issues, and by also sending brochures and questionnaires to
neighborhood leagues in neighborhoods immediately adjacent to the downtown.
It appears that public input is limited in every day decision-making, to reacting in

support or opposition to matters at public h e a ~ g s .Public participation in downtown
Edmonton decision-making vis-à-vis the downtown plan, appears to be limited to key,
organized stakeholders. As such, opporîunities for broad representation might be limited
as it appears that little effort is made to gamer public participation fiom individuals who
mi& normally not be included.

1.4 Summaty

Downtown Edmonton design decision-making processes are similar to those
which exist in other Canadian cities in that there are limited formalllegal structures that
exist. As far as the interview revealed, this City is taking a partïcularly significant
approach to increasing participation and in taking leadership in and for the downtown.
Because of the significant fiancial dedication to Edmonton's downtown plan, it is

current activity surroundhg the implementation of this plan that is anticipated to make
significant differences in, among other things, downtown's physical development. It
appears that public (and political) participation was seen more as a tool for gamering
public and political support, rather than eliciting broad public interests and consensus.
Alîhough established organizations with an obvious interest in the downtown were much
more directly involved in the formulation and directing of the plan, it would be unfair to
suggest that general public participation in local governent is not seen as important.
Attempts are being made to make the overall processes of local govenunent more

citizen-fi5endly and accessible, and more easily understood through its citizen action
center.
Significantly important in the Edmonton situation however, is the cornmitment of
the Mayor and City Council to planning (and to planning in the downtown in particda.),

and the aggressive approach of the Planning Department in the implementation of the
Downtown plan. The best of plans are severely limited without the allocation of capital
to allow for its implementation. In the Edmonton situation, City support for the plan
translated into the c o d t m e n t of $30 million for its implementation. Furthemore, the
participation of the Downtown Development Corporation, the Downtown Business
Association and Economic Development Edmonton has aliowed these three organkatiom
to cast themselves as key actors in the implementation processes of this plan. As such,
civic f h d s provide a kick-start to activity which becornes the responsibility of already
well-organized community bodies. Participation in the planning process has allowed
social leaming to take place, and for each representative to see beyond
personaVindividua1missions, as well as ta conceive themselves working collaboratively
within a greater partnership within the downtown community. This unique method of
'partnering' the public and the pnvate secton warrants M e r investigation into

Edmonton's approaches (see Chapter 5 for Edmonton as a case study of exemplary
practices).

2. Saskutoon, Saskatchewan

Although it is not the provincial capital the City of Saskatoon boasts the largest
municipal population within the province (204,000) and currently anticipates growth to
bring its population to 215,500 by the year 2001. It is similar to Winnipeg in that it is
located dong a major Canadian river and has long been the center for agricultural
services for its region. Saskatoon is home to the provincial University and has become
home to a growing urban aboriginal population. Also, like Winnipeg, it celebrates a

diverse ethnic population.

2.1 C h i c Cornmitment to Planning

In Saskatoon, the Mayor and City Council are very supportive of the civic
planning fiinction, and the relationship between local politicians and City administrative
staff is described as being one of respect and trust. Saskatoon prides itself in its regularly
updated official plan, and uses this plan's principles to guide civic activity. The City's
planning capacity fdls within its Planning and Building Department, a department
consisting of six distinct but cooperating branches: 1) Community Planning, 2) Zoning
Standards, 3) Building Standards, 4) Business Licensing, 5) Land, and 6) Support
Services. In total, there are approximately sixty-five staffallocated to the Planning and
Building Department. With approximately twenty-five staff, the Community Planning
branch deals most directly with urban design issues and provides support to an Urban
Design Committee which consists of representatives fkom most City public works areas
and al1 of the city's three Business ïmprovement Districts. This committee is guided by

an urban design coordinator, and an assistant, who together must create annual operating
budgets and a 5-year capital budget both ofwhich are subject to Council approval.
n i e City strongly supports its planning fûnction through its dedication to its
officia1development plan. Through the recent addition of a Downtown Plan within the
latest revision of the officia1 plan, the City has also strengthened its cornmitment to the

planning of its downtown. The City also works very closely with the Downtown
Business Improvement District, the body seen most as Saskatoon's downtown champion,

highly valuing this organization's input and contribution to the planning of downtown
Saskatoon.

2.2 Eiasting Practices

Downtown design decision-making is a task delegated to the Urban Design
C o d e e . Ultimate power of decision however, is in the hands of City Council, who
must approve budgets for individual projects at meetings which are open to the public.
The Urban Design Cornmittee provides much advice on downtown development,
especidly Cipinitiated projects and programs. In tenns of private development, the
Committee's tools are limited to negotiation and incentives, while the more regulatory
fiinctions exist within other civic departments, or other planning department branches.
Existing civic decision-making however, is very strongly guided by the officia1
development plan, and provides the underlying vision to guide local decision-making.
Any civic policies and by-Iaws mut be in agreement with this plan, and are revised as

needed to ensure such agreement. If disagreements exisf the officia1plan supersedes, and

the City Council decisions will generally hold to the Plan's vision.
The Community Planning branch of Saskatoon's Planning and Building

department is tasked with the administration of this development plan, including the
processing of any arnendrnents. Corning to an end in January of 1999, with the
anticipated adoption by council, will be the three-year long process of reviewing and
amending this developrnent plan. A Downtown Plan is also undenvay as a component of

this overall municipal plan. The stages of this review included an initial public
consultation and the formulation of results and a policy directions report. This was
followed by distribution of the report to 200 neighborhood, community, private and
public agencies, as wel1 as any interested citizens, to elicit feedback gathered through a

senes of public meetings. Revisions were made to the report and a new draft was made
available again for public review. A final comprehensive review of the plan will take
place with the City's Municipal Planning Commission, before it will be tabled with City
Council, dong with a new correspondhg zoning by-law.

2.3 Nature of Cornmitment to Pub& farticipation
City Council has a standing comminee on Planning and Operations which
consists of five council members and is newly-appointed every year. Council has severai
Advisory Commissions such as the Municipal Planning Commission, the Muaicipal
Heritage Advisory Commission, and the District Planning Commission, each of which are

delegated specific matters related to urban physical development, on which to advise
council. Al1 are advisory committees to council and have no separate authority.
Although these committees have public representation, more general public participation
in the Saskatoon planning context appears to be limited to the input given for providktg a

vision for the city in its official development plan. The initial public consultation was
done primady through a workbook and an accompanying response form available
through the cornmunity planning office, the library and numerous focus groups. The
workbook was a ciraft of the plan, outlining choices that needed to be made on policy
issues. It listed a number of issues which required review and policy direction. This
process was described as being 'relatively' open-ended. Attempts at eliciting
participation took place through cable television, newspaper ads, brochures, discussion
papers, and focus groups. This description of the initial consultation process indicates that
perhaps the overall direction of the plan had been established pior to public input, and
that public input may have been restricted to a predetermined structure.
Because the city places such hi&

value on this plan, it would be fair to Say that

there is civic cornmitment to senring the public interest and responding to concerns.
However, the day-to-day decision-making for downtown design does not directly involve

the general public as this task is restricted to the Urban Design Cornmittee. Important to
note though, is that this Comminee does have representation fiorn the City's three
-

Business Improvement Districts, one of which exists in the downtown (while the other
two are sihiated immediately adjacent to the downtown).

2.4 Summary

It appears that the context within which the City of Saskatoon makes its

downtown design decisions is fairly positive. PoliticalS; the City's planning h c t i o n is
strongly supported, as is the adherence to the municipality's Officia1Plan. Of importance
is the high level of dedication to the community-determined vision for the City. It is very
likely that the upcoming downtown plan will be met with similar dedication. Although
there has been a public process in the development of this municipal plan, the potential
for idea generation and exchange may have been limited by the form of the workbook
used to elicit public ideas. It appears that the public was given more of an opportunity to
evaluate already established ideas.
More specifically in the downtown, public participation appears to be limited in
the Urban Design Cornmittee to representatives of the business community. As such, it
appears that there are several stakeholder perspectives such as those of residents, the
homeless, office staff, and the physically dis-abled, which may be le& out of the
decision-making process.

3. Hamilton, Ontario
The City of Hamilton operates within a two-tiered govemment structure. With a
population of 322,000, Hamilton is the largest of six municipalities which form the
Regional Municipality of Hamilton-Wentworth, with a total population of approximately
445,000. Al1 elected aldermen fiom the City of Hamilton sit on the Council of the
Regional Municipality, while each of the other five municipaiities are given

representation of only two aldermen on this council. The City of Hamilton consists of 147
distinct neighborhoods, with the total downtown area being geographically-locatedwithin

fcur of these neighborhoods. Hamilton is situated at the west end of Lake Ontario and

has long been considered a transportation centre.

3.1 CIvic Cornmitment tu Planning

Support for a civic planning function was reported as being low in the City of
Hamilton. The contact for this City suggests that within Hamilton's two-tiered systern of
govemment, the regional level assumes very Little officia1planning function and is more
likely to follow the City's lead, supporting local planning initiatives through financial
contributions. It is at the City level that more localized planning activity takes place.
The City's Department of Planning and Development consists of twenty-four staff, yet the
planning function operates in a hgmented manner. The Public Works and Parks
Departments, for example, often conduct planning work in total isolation from the
'official' Planning Department, thus scattering the planning function among different
bodies without a sense of coordination of an overall vision. As such, civic cornmitment to

-

planning in terrns of allocating resources to this function - appears to be weak.
A recently-hired City Manager with joint responsibility to the Region of

Hamilton-Wentworth and the City of Hamilton, has hitiated the restnicturing of the

planning h c t i o n into a more coherent Comrnunity Planning and Development
Department. Although City council has approved the overall idea, the configuration of

the new structure remains an issue under debate.
The Officiai Municipal Plan for the City of Hamilton has just undergone revision,
over the past two years, and is intended to set guidelines for action. AIthough the

informant for this city is skeptical about overall civic c o d t m e n t to planning, it is
anticipated that the public support for the plan gamered thmugh public participation
mesures will pressure political support.

Cornmitment in particular to the downtown seems to have increased over the
period since the last civic election. The past City council appeared to be very m e n t e d
because of aldermen's cornmitment to individual wards. With only two aldemen, out of
surteen, representing downtown wards the interest of the majority of City council cleatly

lay outside of the downtown. Within the past couple of years however, public pressure
through media coverage and editorials helped put downtown on City Council's agenda.

In facf council has sent administration's budget back for revision, asking for greater
allocation for downtown initiatives. Currently in the works is the developrnent of a
Downtown Secondary Plan which witl apply to all four quadrants which fonnally relate to

four separate neighborhoods. Although hvo consultants wül be hired for managing the
planning process - one for a design component and the other for an economic strategy,

this plan's key focus will be on design. A consultant for the design component has been
hired, in particular to focus on the development permit process and the possible
implementation of design guidelines.
Current zoning by-laws are d e s r n i d as bbanything
goes". Public concem about
the resulting inappropriate development within a predominant historic downtown has
heightened the desire to formulate more stringent development control.

3.2 Existing Practices
Existing formal practice for Hqnilton's downtown design decision-making
processes are restricted to those legally allocated to the City fiom the Province through
the Ontario Planning Act, and take place through zoning approvals and site plan approval
processes. It was noted that these formal processes do little in terms of design control as
the zoning by-Iaw is very open and non-restrictive. Final decision regarding the physical
development within the city lies with City Council. However, a Council standing
cornmittee on Planning and Development advises City Council on such matters. There

are three sub-committees to this Planning and Development Committee, all of which in
some way deal with downtown design issues.
The Central Area Plan Implementation Committee (CAPIC), an eighteen-member
cornmittee of public representatives is officially responsible for advising the standing
commitiee on such matten as urban design. CAPIC recently amalgamated its
responsibilities with those that belonged to a past Urban Design Committee, and
continues to struggle with assuming its new responsibilities. As such, the effectiveness of
CAPIC is currently questioned. The second sub-committee, also influential in downtown
design decision-making, is the Business Improvement Association (BIA)and Business
Coordinating Committee, again including public representation, but iimited to ten
members. This commitîee consists mostly of BIA members, appears to be much more
outspoken, and therefore is quite effective in influencing fmal decision-making. Thirdly,
a Downtown Advisory Cornmittee exists with representation fiom aiI 4 neighborhoods
making up the geographic area of the downtown. Representation on this committee is

broad and includes private citizens, business association representation, two aldermen,
and representation fiom the Real Estate Board and the development industry. City council
appreciates input fiom committees with broad membenhip, thus making this committee
quite effective even in an advisory role. Because of the breadth of representation on this
committee, the Planning Depariment finds this committee equally valuable and fkequently
consults with it on any downtown matters.
Many more decisions are made on an informal, and a h o s t ad hoc, basis. Planning
staff will conduct background studies and work on program implementation, such as the

one that took place for Gore Park, the City's histonc area. Coming out of this study were
programs that allocate 'incentive' funds for facade improvement. Three heritage staff

fiom the planning department were strongly involved in this process. Informal heritage
preservation guidelines and concepts have corne out of this process, al1 of which help to
uiformally guide current decisions.

In 1996, the local architecturai societ. sponsored a downtown design charrette as
its contribution to the City's 180th Anniversary Celebration. This process is now seen as
having infomally set the stage for subsequent generation of ideas.
Two private/public partnerships directly geared to how Hamilton's downtown is
shaped are in their early stages of development. The Downtown Partnership, recently
incorporated, and advertising for a staff coordinator, is an iodependent body with board
representation mostly fiom the private sector. The driving force behind the development
of this partnership was the public sector, as it recognized that it alone could not revitah?
the downtown. As such, joint funding has been promised by the City and the Region to

allocate $180,000per year for the fmt three years of operation, in anticipation that this
partnership will eventually be completely privately-funded. Public sector representation
in the partnership is limited to the City's Mayor and the Region's Chairpeson. This
partnership is intended to become the champion for the downtown and the leader in
implementing the community's vision for the downtown by building alliances and
focusing on outcorne-based activity. It is to be accountable for the coordination,
communication, marketing, monitoring, administration and measuring of progress on
downtown revitalization.

The second partnership between the City of Hamilton, the Region of
Hamilton-Wentworth and the Hamilton Home Builders Association exists to encourage
downtown residential developrnent. In particular, it brings together resources to conduct
market evaluations, identi@ infiastructure needs, identify ideal iocations, and to develop
partnerships with private sector interests.

3.3 Cornmitment to Public Parkrkc@atwn

Cornmitment to public participation in Hamilton's planning processes are reported
as being strong throughout its history. Neighborhood plans have been a part of
Hamilton's planning culture since the early 1WOs, as have Neighborhood Associations

which dedicate themselves to the implementaiion of these plans. NaturaUy, not ali

-

neighborhoods are equally successful at implementing plans not every neighborhood has
natural leaders to drive the process, nor are some able to organize themselves as weU as
othea. Because the downtown fits into four separate neighborhoods, downtown planning

has perhaps been less organized and happens on a more ad hoc basis.
Perhaps most notable was the degree of input fiom the public in the revision of the

-

City's overall officiai plan over the past two years a process which received an a w d

fiom the OntaÏo Professional Planners Institute. Because of the broad public input into
this plan, it is anticipated that it will be supported by City Council.

3.4 Summary

Overall political commitment to planning activity appears to be low in Hamilton.
This lack of commitment appears to be reflected in the ad hoc, reactionary nature of

downtown decision-making. A 'positive' about this council however, is that it is very
responsive to public opinion - illustrated by City Council's new dedication to the
downtown. Furthemore, although many downtown decisions are made on a
project-by-project basis, rnany resulting actions take the form of incentives given by the
City. As such, attempts are made to guide the physical development of the downtown

outside of direct legislated planning tools, and this provides an incentive for private
physical development within the downtown.
Worth monitoring in this city is its Downtown Partnership as it tries to become

hancially sustainable, while fûlfïlling its mandate. It will be interesthg to see ifthis
civic push for the pnvate sector to take charge will result in a fmancially-sustainable
organization which will fulfili its operational mandate.

4. London, Ontario

In close proximity to highly productive fam land, London is also a m e d i a
financial and educational centre, and is considered to be the regional base for business
and govemment. It has a population of over 350,000.

4.1 Civic Cornmimient to Planning

The City's planning capacity falls within the Planning and Development
Department, and consists of two main divisions, one dealing with Planning and Policy
and the other with Building Controls. With forty staff, Building Control looks f i e r
by-law enforcement, building permit issuance and plan inspection, while the other

division with approximately twenty staff deals with policy, parks planning and design,
implernentation, and subdivisions and special projects. The two divisions are described
as working well together, and as not behg disjointed.

In ternis of political cornmitment visible in council decision-making, it was noted

that Council is clearly developrnent-sensitive, but it is not 'led' by potential development.
The Planning Committee is one of numerous standing cornmittees which are in place to

advise City Council. It was noted that Council generally follows standing c o d t t e e s '
advice, unless political circumstances prevail. Although councii meetings are not open to
the public presentations, standing committee meetings are. If a pdcular issue appears to

be significant enough, planning staff will hold public meetings to elicit public input
before the matter goes to Planning Cornmittee or Council.
Dedication to London's downtown is clear. The City's officia1 plan contains
special considerations for the downtown and, in 1994, a special policy document going
beyond typical policy development, was adopted by City councii. In particular, this
document focuses on proactive initiatives which are entrenched within a budget, thereby
bringing it closer to implementation than many which simply provide policy direction -

without administrative direction or financial cornmitment for implementaîion.

4.2 Existing Practicts

Existing foxmal mechanisms fa11 short of substantially influencing urban design in
the downtown. Provincial legislation places limits on matters which may be entrenched

in London's zoning by-law. Matters directly dealing with urban design rnay for example,
rnay not. The current zoning by-law also places much greater restrictions on suburban

development than it does on the downtown. At the tirne of by-Iaw formulation, it was

thought that a lack of restrictions would be advantageous for the downtown. However,
the key informant in London suggested that this approach had back-fied, leaving

downtown design at the whim of speculaton. Because approval is only required through
building control, there is little input possible on design in private developments.

The downtown policy document prepared in 1994 initiated several incentive
programs which were not immediately successfil in promoting intended development, but
have, since a local economic uptum, corne to be seen as responsible for initiating current
projects. For example, the City of London has made it policy to waive development
charges within the downtown, waive parking requirements for downtown residentid
development, provide tax-back grants for improvements made in the downtown, Limit
certain types of entertainment facility developments only to the downtown, and provide
ten-year interest fiee loans of up to $30,000 for facade improvements. Although, the City
Council and Administration do not have the legal right to approve or deny any of these
incentives based on the City's liking or disliking of the design, it does put them into a
position where they can informally review and make recommendations that are more
consistent with an overall view for the downtown.
Public projects, on the other hand, m u t meet design guideline standards when
they are reviewed by the Downtown Design Review Team. This team reviews the design
aspects of al1 public projects such as overall streetscaping initiatives, or more detailed
changes to the downtown environment such as street-light improvernents, or the addition
of sidewak îumiture, garbage receptacles, information kiosks, etc. This review team has

no jurisdiction over private developments, but is seen as potentiaily being effective in
joint publiclprivate projects.

4.3 Cornmitment io Public Participation

The level of public participation required on any project appears to depend on the
significance of the project. If the project is major, public meetings will be held prior to
the one held with Council's Standing Committee on Planning. Furthemore, for any

proposed development, notice of hearing is given to al1 parties within a 500-foot radius of
the application location. The Downtown Design Review Cornmittee at times advises the
Planning Committee, and is limited in public participation to representation fiorn the
London Downtown Business Association.
Vision '96, a cornmunity visioning process which came to a close in 1996, was
extensively public. The key idormant suggested that the product was perhaps sacficed
for the process. The process was advertised in numerous ways, and public input was
elicited mainly through a survey kit distributed through numerous public and private
organizations. Because of the strength of neighborhood associations in London, these
were groups which successfully broke discussion groups into smaller and more
personable groups. n i e kit was used to elicit opinions on people's likes, dislikes and
priorities within the London area. It was recognized that, aIthough broad representation
was sought, the views of organized interest groups would always corne out stronger than
those of people less politically-organized. Compilation of the input tried to reflect this
recognition.

4.4 Suntmary

It appears public projects receive much greater input on specifically design-related

matters. Public participation in this seems to be limited. On the private side of
development, the City of London has cleverly provided incentives which iead developers

to take greater care in how their projects fit into the larger picture. However, the
downtown's curent greatest ambasador is the City's planning department. Although the
City sees a need for, and has campaigned for, private o r g h t i o n s to take the lead in

championhg the downtown, there has been little response. Instead, a development
corporation was formed for the entire city raîher than particularly for the downtown-

Although Vision '96 clearly confirmed the importance of the downtown to the city at
large, linle initiative has been taken on the private sector's part to embrace responsibility
for action. Instead, the City continues to offer incentives which are simply consumed by

the private sector.

S. H u I i f i Nova Scotia

The Regional Municipality of Halifax was established Apnl 1, 1996 through the
arnalgamation of the City of Halifax, the City of Dartmouth, the Town of Bedford, and
the Municipality of Halifax County. With a population of 342,966, this Regional
Municipality is now the Iargest municipality in Atlantic Canada.

5.1 Civic Cornmitment to P h h g

The planning h c t i o n within this municipality is divided between "Prionty and
Policy", the corporate planning function, and "Planning Services", the land use and
long-range community planning function. Although these are separate departments, their

staff work well with each other when joint efforts are required. With a twenty-three
penon staff capacity in the c o d i t y and long-range planning function, fourto six are

allocated to downtown planning, with one being responsible for the administration of
capital fun& for this area The downtown, for what used to be the City of Halifax, is

considered to be the provincial govemment center, while the downtown of what used to
be Dartmouth is generally considered to be the downtown for the Regional Municipality

(RM) of Halifax. The key informant in Halifax suggested that local political support is

balanced between planning and developrnent in that the HRM is clearly dedicated to
valuing its planning function, but undeniably is also influenced by development interests.

In particular regarding downtown matters, conmitment is refleîted in the current
formulation of a new downtown plan and through the revisiting of downtown planning
service delivery. Because of past legislation, the municipality was not allowed to use
capital budget dollars to provide grants to private property owners. As such, capital f h d s
have generaily just been used for pedestrian level street improvements. A current review
is examking making such allocations more flexible.
Co-funded by the HRM and the business community, the Downtown Dartmouth
Development Corporation is an organization representing businesses and owners within a
defmed Business Irnprovement District, and plays an active role in downtown
decision-making. In essence, the HRM consults closely with this body to CO-manage
capital Mprovement allocations. On a project by project basis, other partnerships are
developed to deal with each situation. For example, for the Dartmouth Waterfkont
Development Plan. a board of public representatives was established to oversee and he$
plan the project.
Downtown causes are not championed by any one body, but appear to be a shared
cornmitment among the HRM Planning Department, the Dartmouth Downtown
Development Corporation and the Waterfiont Development Corporation.

5.2 Existing Practices

Current downtown design decisions are guided, as in most other Canadian cities,
by zoning and development agreements. However, the Regional Municipality of Halifax

also utilizes the expertise of the Heritage Advisory Committee, and the programming of
Capital Improvement fùnds, to guide the design decisions for the downtown. Zoning
regulations for the downtown do not place restrictions on any use, but do lunit building
heights. Much of the regulation is done through development agreements where specific

agreements are negotiated. The Heritage Advisory Conmittee, on the other hand, advises
staff and council on the suitability of new development, if it is proposed to be built within
proximity of Heritage buildings. With the use of fiinds for capital improvements, the
Planning Department lessened licensing fees to promote the establishment of sidewalk
cafes. This initiative was so popular and so successfil that the by-law was rewritten to
formalize this incentive. A sirnilar concept is being used to provide incentives for the
conversion of non-residential buildings to residential.

5.3 Commiîment to Public Particbation
Public participation appears to be limited on the more everyday decision-making
to the Dartmouth Downtown Development Corporation and therefore, perhaps, is not

representative of the community. Often, resident participation is left to their voicing of
disapproval to specific projects. However, because of City council's rejection of a past
plan prior to amalgamation, special effort is made in the current plan development to
elicit political and public support, by including both in the process. Surveys and
newsletters were disîributed to elicit public interest and participation, and the Councillor
for the area was invited to act as the Master of Cerernonies at the four community
workshops. Furthemore, a stakeholder group was formed to assist the planning
deparûnent. It consists of representatives of the business community, the development
industry, and local residents. Wiîh the completion of the workshops, which were
conducted in the form of round-table discussions, this stakeholder group is now
responsible for guiding and reviewing policy development. Once the draft is complete, it
will be made available, îhrough a series of Open Houses, for public review. Only once
potential public concems have been addressed in revisions, will the plan then go to
council seeking approval. As such, the current visioning process of this plan has been

very dedicated to public participation, anticipating reflection of the public input in its finai
documentation.

5.4 Summury
The Regional Municipality of Halifax appears to be adopting more participatory
approaches to plan-making than existed before amdgamation. This is noticeable in the
current downtown plan development processes. Day-to-&y and project-specific
decision-making appears to also be somewhat participatory in that it at least involves
positive working relationships between the HRM Planning Department, the Dartmouth
Downtown Development Corporation and the Waterfiont DeveIopment Corporation. In
the overafl day-to-day processes, public participation appears to be limited to existing

organizations and therefore potentialiy leaves out some key stake-holdea, such as
residents of the downtown, and the interests of non-downtown residents who
none-the-less have an interest in their municipality's downtown(s).
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